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Ammo Boxes

MTM Products
We believe MTM makes the finest ammo and accessory boxes in the business. MTM not only talks quality, they back up their products with a five year guarantee on every product and a 
ten year guarantee on all of their "living hinge" products (how many companies can do this?). There are a lot of ammo containers on the market, but only one MTM. Each product specifies 
what colors are avaiblable. Green, Clear Red , Clear Blue, Smoke , clear green/black, clear smoke/black and Wild Camo. Please specify color when ordering.

50 Series Handgun Ammo Cases
The MTM handgun Ammo Cases have an 

easy-to-grip textured surface and hold 
50 rounds of your favorite handgun 
ammunition. Each box offers a flip-top 
style “living hinge” and is available in 
four different sizes. The lid is designed to 
match up with the feet so they can easily 
stack up. Each box includes a load label. 
Available in clear blue only. 

100 Series  
Handgun Ammo Cases
The MTM 100 series Handgun Ammo Cases have the same 
great features as the 50 Series Cases. These hold 100 rounds of 
your favorite ammo and have the easy-to-grip textured sur-
face. Available in four sizes with the flip-top "living hinge". 
Lid and feet match up to stack on top of each other. Each 
box includes a load label and is available in clear blue only.

50 Series Rifle Ammo Cases
This series of 50 round cases sets the standard for all other MTM cases. Features include: 
snap-lok latch, unique living hinge indestructibility, protection from dirt and moisture, and 
a load label. Specify color when ordering.
A. 50 Round for 222, 223, 222M and 6x47
2.50" Maximum OAL
B. 50 Round For 22 & 6mm PPC and B/R
C. 50 Round For 22-250, 308 etc.
D. 50 Round For 220  Swift, 30-06, to 458

#749-000-525ST 50 Round For 22 Hornet, 218 Bee, etc. - Green Only $5.50

Color
a 

$3.50
b 

$3.95
C 

$3.95
D 

$3.95
Green #749-000-205ST #749-000-254ST #749-000-257ST na
Clear Green/Black #749-012-391ST #749-012-390ST #749-012-393ST #749-012-395ST
Clear Smoke/Black #749-012-392ST na #749-012-394ST #749-012-396ST
Blue #749-000-204ST #749-000-265ST #749-000-258ST na

100 Round Rifle Ammo Boxes

The RS-100 boxes accommodate the 223 family and similar cartridges and have a hinged 
latch (without handle). They have a maximum OAL of 2.54". The R-100 series boxes work 
for cartridges with a 308 case head thru most belted magnums. These have a handle, adjust-
able tray, and cartridge "fingers" to secure rounds that are stored in the bullet down position. 
The R-100-MAG boxes work for your WSM's, WSSM's, Short Ultra Mags, and Ultra Mags.

#749-000-672ST 17, 222, 223, 222M, and 6x47 - Green $5.99
#749-000-673ST 17, 222, 223, 222M, and 6x47 - Clear Blue 5.99
#749-012-403ST 17, 222, 223, 222M, and 6x47 - Clear Green/Black 5.99
#749-012-404ST 17, 222, 223, 222M, and 6x47 - Clear Smoke/Black 5.99
#749-002-194ST 22-250, 6.5x284 to 375 H&H - Clear Red 12.99
#749-002-201ST 22-250, 6.5x284 to 375 H&H - Green 12.99
#749-002-161ST MTM Magnum 100-Round Box - Red 12.99
#749-002-160ST MTM Magnum 100-Round Box - Green 13.95
#749-012-405ST 308 Family - Clear Green/Black 6.25
#749-000-669ST 308 Family - Clear Green/Black 5.99
#749-000-670ST 308 Family - Clear Smoke/Black 6.25

60 Series Rifle 
Ammo Cases
All the features of the 50-Series 
but with space for ten addi-
tional rounds. 60 rounds total 
capacity. Specify color when 
ordering. Available in 
clear red and green only.

#749-000-681ST For 22-250, 308 etc. - Green $6.99
#749-000-682ST For 22-250, 308 etc. - Red 6.99
#749-000-683ST For 220 Swift, 30-06, to 458 - Green 6.99
#749-000-684ST For 220 Swift, 30-06, to 458 - Red 6.99

9mm, 380 ACP
#749-000-247ST $3.89
38 Spec, 357 Mag, 38 Auto
#749-000-248ST $3.89
45 ACP, 40 S&W, 41 A.E.
#749-000-246ST $3.89
44 Mag, 44 Spec, 45 Colt
#749-000-249ST $3.89

9mm, 380
#749-000-134ST $2.19
38 Spec, 357 Mag, 38 Auto
#749-000-135ST $2.19
45 ACP, 10mm, 40 S&W, 357 Sig
#749-000-137ST $2.19
44 Mag, 44 Spec. 41 Mag, 45 Colt
#749-000-136ST $2.19
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H-50 Series  
Rifle Ammo  
Cases
These 50 round ammo boxes have all the 
features of the standard 50-Series boxes. They 
also include a large handle for easier carry-
ing and have extra space between rounds to 
facilitate removal of cases. 
Specifically designed so belted magnums 
can be carried rim up or down. Specify 
color when ordering. Available in green and 
clear blue.

#749-001-215ST 50 Round for 6mm Rem. to 30-06 - Green $9.99
#749-001-216ST 50 Round for 6mm Rem. to 30-06 - Clear Blue 9.99
#749-001-213ST 50 Round for 22-250 to 308 Win. - Green 9.89
#749-001-214ST 50 Round for 22-250 to 308 Win. - Clear Blue 9.89
#749-001-217ST 50 Round For 6.5/284 Belted Mag Cases Except 

For 378 Wby, 500 Nitro, or 600 Nitro - Green
9.99

#749-001-218ST 50 Round For 6.5/284 Belted Mag Cases Except 
For 378 Wby, 500 Nitro, or 600 Nitro - Clear Blue

9.99

#749-001-211ST 50 Round for 17 Rem. to 223 Rem. - Green 9.89
#749-001-212ST 50 Round for 17 Rem. to 223 Rem. - Clear Blue 9.89
#749-001-863ST 50 Round For 45-70, 45-90, 338 Lapua, Ultra Mags, 

Jeffrey, Win., 40-70 Sharps, 416 Rigby, 416 Rem. Mag. 
- Green

11.89

#749-001-864ST 50 Round For 45-70, 45-90, 338 Lapua, Ultra Mags, 
Jeffrey, 348 Win., 40-70 Sharps, 416 Rigby, 416 Rem. 
Mag. - Clear Blue

11.89

Labels and Liners
Extra load labels are great for keeping your reload-

ed ammo separated by gun and by load. The 
foam liner material can be cut to size and 
put into the lid of your boxes to keep 
loaded ammo from shaking around and 

rattling. Protects your bullet points. Foam 
liner: 71/4" x 71/4". Labels: 4" x 21/8"

#749-000-330ST Load Labels - 50 pack $4.75
#749-000-160ST Foam Liner For Ammo Boxes 2.50

BUF-10
MTM has this 10-round ammo wallet for the shooter who 
shoots the big stuff like 378 Wby and 416 Rigby. Loaded 
rounds are held securely in rattle-proof recesses, but can be 
quickly removed when needed. Available in brown only. 
Designed to hold 378 Wby, Rem Ultra Mags, 416 Rem, 

460 Wby, 416 Rigby, 404 Jeffrey, 45-90, 500 Nitro, 470 
Nitro Exp, and 338 Lapua. 

20 Round Slip Top 
Cartridge Boxes
These 20-round slip-top boxes come 
in five cartridge sizes. They 
fit easily into a shirt or jacket 
pocket during hunting, and 
they’re ideal for keeping special 
loads separate. They also also fit 
in the 20 round leather holder 
that highpower shooters hang on 
their shooting coat pocket. See-thru 
plastic in various color tints, indiciated 
below. 

#749-000-163ST 17 Rem, 222, 223, 222 Mag, 6x47,etc. - Smoke $2.39
#749-000-161ST 220 Swift, 30-06, 30-30 - Smoke 2.39
#749-000-162ST 22-250, 243, 308, PPC, etc. - Smoke 2.39
#749-008-687ST 300 WSM, 300 Rem SAUM, 45-70 - Clear Red 2.50
#749-008-749ST 300 WSM, 300 Rem SAUM, 45-70 - Clear Smoke 2.50
#749-008-812ST 300 Win Mag, 375 H&h, 7mm Rem Mag - Clear Red 2.50
#749-008-849ST 300 Win Mag, 375 H&h, 7mm Rem Mag - Clear Smoke 2.50

MTM Utility Boxes
MTM's utility boxes can be used for a multitude 
of purposes. Use them for die storage, small tools, 

primer boxes, bullets, clips, etc. Great for orga-
nizing your loading box or bench. Available 
in clear blue only.

Utility Storage Box - 4.2" x 2.4" x 1.5"
#749-000-143ST $2.40
Utility Storage Box - 5.5" x 5.9" x 2.0"
#749-000-331ST $4.75

Ammo-Wallets™
The MTM Ammo-Wallets are for hunters who wish to carry 
extra rounds in their shirt or jacket pocket. These wallets 
hold each cartridge securely and quietly, but they can 
be removed quickly when needed. Each Ammo-Wallet 
holds 9 rounds and has a snap-lok latch to prevent 
accidental opening. Integral hinge guaranteed for 1 
million open-close cycles. Available in brown only.

Small Ammo-Wallet Holds 17 Rem. to 
224 Wby Mag. and 30-30 to 7.62 X 39
#749-000-803ST $6.95
Large Ammo-Wallet Holds 22-250 to 
300 Wby. Mag
#749-000-806ST $6.95

MTM .50 BMG Slip-Top Box 10-Round
With the number of .50 BMG shooting enthusiasts seeing a resurgence in the popularity 
of this big-bore caliber, we decided it was time to start carrying ammo boxes for the big 

fifty. Introducing the MTM .50 
BMG Slip-Top Box designed 
to hold up to 10 rounds and 
conveniently sized to fit in 
most large shooting vest pock-
ets. These durable plastic-
constructed ammo boxes keep 
your rounds protected from 
foul weather, dirt, and dust. 
Plus, it has a built-in bullet-
tip protection feature for most 
bullets seated at standard 
lengths by holding the rounds 
at the shoulder. Available in 
Forest Green or Black.

#749-000-437ST MTM .50 BMG Slip-Top Box 10-Rd - Forest Green $4.95
#749-000-438ST MTM .50 BMG Slip-Top Box 10-Rd - Black 4.79

Rimfire Ammo Box
This box will hold 100 .22 LR 
rounds in the down position for 
easy access during use, and has 
space for storing two full 50 round 
boxes in the center. Available in 
blue or rust.

MTM Rimfire Box - Blue
#749-002-098ST $12.49
MTM Rimfire Box - Rust
#749-002-103ST $12.49

Big Game Cartridge Carrier
#749-001-106ST $7.99
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Sinclair Load 
and Sight/Scope 
Labels
Our Load Labels are printed on spe-
cial label material called "Pressables™" 
that can be applied, moved, and reap-
plied to almost any surface. Perfect 
for using on MTM cartridge boxes. 
We included space for load data, # of 
times fired, # of times trimmed, etc. 
Sold in packs of 50.
#749-000-447ST Sinclair Load Labels - 50 pack $4.95

Pelican Protector Case
Pelican’s Protector Cases are virtually indestructible cases used to store and transport 
equipment that can be sensitive to damage. Excellent for transporting sights, optics, and 
other expensive gear. Pelican’s unique Pick N’ Pluck foam allows you to customize your box 
for your own needs. Each box features tongue and groove construction with a neoprene 
O-ring for a waterproof seal. A comfortable fold-down handle with stainless steel pins in 
the hinge and handle complete each Pelican box. Our most popular size for shooters is the 
#1120 Model.
A great number of customers have requested a larger box for sight extension tubes, electron-
ics, cameras, two-way radios, etc. The 1200 and 1400 series boxes are just a bit larger dimen-
sionally than their 1120 counterpart for jobs that need a little extra room. Features include 
a watertight O-ring seal, automatic purge valve, and a comfortable fold-down handle with 
stainless steel pins. Internal material is Pelican’s Pick-N-Pluck foam, which allows you to 
customize to your equipment. 

#749-004-640ST Pelican Model 1120 Case -  
Interior Dimensions: 73/8" x 47/8" x 31/16"

$34.00

#749-005-817ST Pelican Model 1200 Case-  
Interior Dimensions: 93/8" x 71/4" x 43/16"

49.99

#749-007-276ST Pelican Model 1400 Case -  
Interior Dimensions: 113/4" x 83/4" x 51/8"

89.99

D. Pelican Micro Case™
These tough Micro cases from Pelican Products are for storing items you don’t want to 
chance getting wet or damaged. These cases are made with tough polycarbonate bodies that 
are watertight. Splash them or drop them in the river and the contents will stay safe and dry. 
The crush proof Micro Cases will stand up to a 5,000 lb. truck going over them. Features 
include high visibility yellow bodies with clear lids for easy identification of contents and 
stainless steel hinge pins. The optional Pick N’ Pluck foam set is available to custom fit and 
provide extra protection for your gear. Pelican Products have a lifetime guarantee on their 
products – you break it, they replace it, forever!

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
Micro Case Interior Dimensions
#749-002-181ST 45/6" x 213/16" x 15/8" $13.99
#749-002-673ST 51/4" x 31/2" x 15/8" 18.99
#749-003-039ST 67/16" x 313/16" x 111/16" 19.99
#749-003-109ST 67/16" x 313/16" x 211/16" 19.99
#749-003-811ST 81/4" x 41/4" x 21/4" 24.99
Optional Foam Inserts
#749-000-396ST 1010 Foam Insert 4.99
#749-000-601ST 1020 Foam Insert 5.99
#749-000-602ST 1040 Foam Insert 5.99
#749-000-616ST 1050 Foam Insert 5.99
#749-000-761ST 1060 Foam Insert 6.99

50 Series WSM, WSSM and Ultra Mag Cases
These 50 round boxes are designed for the WSM and WSSM cartridges. Each box has metal 
pin hinges, snap-lock latch, 50 round capacity, and are stackable. Both sizes are available in 
traditional MTM green or clear blue.

We make a similar label for recording sight settings for different yardages. Excellent for 
competitive shooters, long-range shooters, varmint hunters, and game hunters. Record 
sight settings, come-ups, etc. Pressable™ labels can be stuck to about any surface and 
removed easily. 

#749-000-259ST Sinclair Sight/Scope Labels - 25 pack $3.95

#749-000-238ST Fits All the WSSM's,460/500 S&W Long,475 Linebaugh 
Max - Green

$3.95

#749-000-237ST Fits All the WSSM's,460/500 S&W Long, 475 Linebaugh 
Max - Clear Blue

3.95

#749-000-239ST Fits All the WSM’s, 348/38-55, 40-65, 45-70 Govt., 45-75 
WCF, 45-90, 450 Marlin and 6.5 Rem. Mag. - Green

3.95

#749-000-240ST Fits All the WSM’s, 348/38-55, 40-65, 45-70 Govt., 45-75 
WCF, 45-90, 450 Marlin and 6.5 Rem. Mag. - Clear Blue

3.95

22 Series WSM, WSSM andUltra Mag Cases
These boxes were designed specifically for the WSM and 
Ultramag series of cartridges. 
The boxes hold 22 rounds, and 
all the versions of the WSM 
and Ultramag fit bullet up in 
either the large or small size. 
The hinge of these boxes is an 
actual pin type hinge which 
allows the lid to stay put in 
the open position. Secure snap 
closure, available in green or 
clear smoke.
#749-000-208ST Large Size MTM Box 7/300/338/375 Ultra Mag., 416 

Rigby, 600 Nitro - Green
$3.50

#749-000-209ST Large Size MTM Box 7/300/338/375 Ultra Mag., 416 
Rigby, 600 Nitro - Smoke

3.50

#749-000-206ST Small Size MTM Box WSSM's, WSM's, 45-70, 45-90, 450 
Marlin, Short Action Ultra Mags - Green

3.50

#749-000-207ST Small Size MTM Box WSSM's, WSM's, 45-70, 45-90, 450 
Marlin, Short Action Ultra Mags - Smoke

3.50

Need A Little Help?
We have Tech Support! Call Us 
Monday thru Friday, 8am - 6pm

at 800-717-8211
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MTM SPUD Utility Dry Boxes
We stock all four sizes of MTM’s popular Sportsman’s Plus Utility Dry Boxes. All SPUD 
series boxes feature an O-ring sealed lid, convenient lift-out tray, large comfortable nhandle, 
and snug, positive-locking latches of heavy duty hard polymer.

SPUD1  has a handy compartment for small items in the top of the lid that's accessible 
from the outside, without opening the lid. The divided compartment is great for small 
items you use frequently or that could get lost in the main compartment. Padlock tabs let 
you secure the box to prevent unauthorized access. Available in Forest Green and Orange. 
Box dimensions: 15" x 8.8" x 9.4".

#749-003-116ST SPUD1 - Forest Green $20.95
#749-003-114ST SPUD1 - Orange 20.95
SPUD2  is 31/2" taller than the SPUD1 and is available in Camo or Orange. It also has 
an outside-accessible compartment in the lid, and padlock tabs for the main lid. Box 
dimensions: 15" x 8.8" x 13".

#749-004-027ST SPUD2 - Orange $28.99
#749-004-026ST SPUD2 - Camo 28.99
SPUD6  is larger than the SPUD2, with a deep 2/3 length lift-out tray, bungee tie down 
hooks molded into each side, and double padlock tabs. Available in Camo. Box dimensions: 
19" x 13" x 10.4".

#749-004-419ST SPUD6 - Camo $29.99
SPUD7  is the largest dry box MTM makes. It has the same footprint as the SPUD6 but 
at 15" tall, it’s about 5" higher, making it the perfect height to serve as a seat in the field. 
Comes with a nylon carrying strap and a 2/3 length deep lift-out tray. Shotgunners, high-
power shooters, benchrest competitors, and hunters have all tried and liked the SPUD7. 
Available in Camo, Orange, and Black. Box dimensions:19" x 13" x 15".

#749-004-949ST SPUD7 - Camo $34.95
#749-010-344ST SPUD7 - Orange 34.99
#749-004-932ST SPUD7 - Black 34.95

749-003-116

749-004-949

749-003-114

749-004-027

Note: Oversize for UPS Air 
shipping - no extra ground 

shipping charge.

#749-004-419

MTM Survivor Dry Boxes
If your idea of an adventure is “pushing the limits to the max,” then you need a ruggedized box to hold your valuables so they 
survive as well. These all-weather dry boxes are built for extreme conditions with a tongue and groove construction, and a 
triple-latched design with O-rings for a seal so watertight it actually floats! There's even a built-in compass on the outside 
cover and a signaling mirror on the bottom that's the same size issued to our US armed forces in their survivor packs. The 
inside compartment is roomy enough for such items as cell phones, cameras, radios, medicines, first aid kits, flash lights, 
flares, ammo, wallets, snacks, rain gear, maps, etc. Their unique sizes, shapes, and fact that they have double padlock 
tabs also makes them ideal for use as ammunition travel cases. Just be sure to pad any empty space inside for a tight 
fit, and always follow TSA guidelines for lockable ammunition travel cases. Handy strap attachment points allow 
you to mount these boxes to just about any type of motorized vehicle, watercraft, or pack. Available in 10" x 7" x 3" 
or 10" x 7" x 5"; Forest Green or Orange.

#749-001-351ST MTM Survivor Dry Boxes - Forest Green 10" x 7" x 3" $9.99
#749-001-352ST MTM Survivor Dry Boxes - Orange 10" x 7" x 3" 9.95
#749-001-857ST MTM Survivor Dry Boxes - Forest Green 10" x 7" x 5" 12.99
#749-001-858ST MTM Survivor Dry Boxes - Orange 10" x 7" x 5" 12.99 749-001-857

749-004-027
749-004-026
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Uline 
Stackable 

Bullet Storage 
Bins
Tough polymer bins are 
ideal for storing bullets and 
other reloading components. 
Featuring reinforced walls 
that interlock when stacked to 
help prevent shifting. Front, back 
and side grips make for easy handling. 
Available in both small (5 1/2" x 4" x 3") and large (7 
1/2" x 4" x 3") sizes, in either red or blue.  

ITEM # SIZE COLOR
#100-013-080ST Small Red $4.99
#100-013-081ST Small Blue 4.99
#100-013-082ST Large Red 5.99
#100-013-083ST Large Blue 5.99

Protective Tubes
These protective tubes are great for storing small parts, dummy rounds, case or bullet 
samples, small tools, etc. The tubes are acrylic and come with a polyethylene cap. The card-
board tube is 11/2" I.D. collapses to 3" for small items and expands to 51/2" for larger items. 
Great for storing Wilson dies!

#749-000-172ST 11/4" x 12" Tube (Large Rod Guides) $2.75
#749-000-066ST 9/16" x 21/2" Tube (Tools, Bushings) .95
#749-000-067ST 9/16" x 31/2" Tube (Jags, Brushes) .95
#749-000-083ST 7/8" x 10" Tube (Standard Rod Guides) 1.70
#749-000-171ST Cardboard Tube (Dies) 2.60
#749-011-779ST 1" x 41/2" Tube With Cap (Tools) 1.45
#749-000-190ST 11/2" x 15" Tube With Cap (Action Cleaning Tools) 3.50

MTM Die Storage Box
Reloading dies are expensive, and once you get them set up it's 

nice to store them so they won't be disturbed. The MTM 
Die Storage Box holds four 3-Die Sets of rifle or pistol 

dies (each die in its own molded recess in the upright 
position). There is also space in the box for a 

dummy round loaded by each die set and the 
shellholder for each die set. This box is not tall 
enough for the Redding Competition seaters or 

the Forster Ultra Seaters. Available in red only.

#749-002-549ST MTM Die Storage Box $15.95

MTM Ammo Can
This tough molded polypropylene ammo can 
has what it takes for use in the field or bounc-
ing around in the back of a pickup. O-ring 
sealed lid keeps out moisture and dirt, with 
a flip-action latch that can be zip-tied shut. 
Padlock tabs on each side of the latch offer 
extra security. Thick sidewalls and reinforced 
bottom are built to hold up to 30 lbs. of gear, and 
it’s stackable, so several cans won’t take up a lot 
of floor or shelf space. Folding handle has plenty 
of grip surface and is large enough for comfortable use 
with gloves. Inside dimensions are 13" long x 7-1/2/" wide x 
71/4" high. Available in O.D. green only.
#749-012-401ST Ammo Can $17.99

MTM Standard Dry 
Boxes
These dry boxes are the same reliable style 
MTM has made for years. Perfect size for stor-
age and transport of smaller, heavier items such 
as primers, bullets, brass, or tools. Available in 
forest green or camo. Box dimensions are 14" 
x 71/2" x 9".

#749-002-644ST MTM Standard Dry Box - Forest Green $17.99
#749-002-643ST MTM Standard Dry Box - Camo 17.99

M2A1 Ammo Can
All-steel M2A1 ammo can originally designed to 

hold 100 rounds of linked 50 caliber ammunition 
can hold hundreds of loose rounds of other ammo 

and has many uses around the workshop or in the 
field. These brand-new cans are manufactured to 
U.S. D.O.D. specs and are not surplus or refurbished. 
Stackable, with a removable lid with a metal handle 
that folds down when not in use. Rubber gasket inside 
lid seals out dirt and moisture. Inside dimensions are 

11" long x 51/2" wide x 63/4" high. Outside dimensions 
are 12" long x 61/8" wide x 71/2" high. Weighs 5 lbs., 4.8 oz. 

Available in Forest Green only.
#105-000-077ST M2A1 Ammo Can $17.99

MTM 50 Caliber Ammo Can
Molded polymer ammo can is designed to hold 

the same amount of bulk ammo as the classic, 
metal G.I. 50 caliber can, yet it weighs only 13/4 
pounds – 31/2 pounds lighter than the original. 
O-ring sealed lid keeps out moisture and 
dirt, and features a large, comfortable handle 
with plenty of gripping surface for carrying 
heavy loads. Heavy-duty, flip-style latches 
help compress the O-ring, and two padlock 

tabs can be used for secure transportation. 
Stackable design lets you store several boxes on 
top of each other, so they take up less floor space 
in your gun room or safe. Inside dimensions: 11" 

long x 5.8" wide x 7.2" high. Available in black only.

#749-012-400ST 50 Caliber Ammo Can $13.99

MTM Ammo Can Organizer
This set of three tough polypropylene trays stack inside 
the MTM .50 caliber ammo cans, turning it into an orga-
nized tool box with 22 compartments of various sizes. 
Finger tabs help you remove and replace the trays, and 
fold neatly when the trays are stacked. Trays will also fit 

other .50 caliber ammo can, even military-style metal 
cans, with interior dimensions of 11" x 5.5".
#100-009-811ST Ammo Can Organizer $7.99
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Shooting Mats & Caps

Deluxe 
Roll Up 
Mat
The Champion Deluxe Roll Up 
Mat features a 25" x 21" sure grip 
rubber shooting area for a no-slip 
grip while you’re shooting in posi-
tion. It’s constructed of soil resistant 
canvas with a vinyl waterproof bottom. 
Additionally, it features two leg flaps making 
it a great mat for High Power and Smallbore. 
Also an excellent mat for varmint shooting.

Standard Roll Up Mat
The Champion Shooting Mat is constructed of soil resistant canvas and features a 

25" x 21" sure grip rubber shooting area for establishing a steady shooting 
position. It includes a vinyl waterproof bottom and measures 26" 

x 72" long. A great shooting mat for both High Power and 
Smallbore shooting.

Shooting Coat  
Hangers

This heavy-duty hanger fits heavy shooting coats perfectly. The large contoured hanger sup-
ports the shoulders of the coat to retain the coat's natural shape. The wide contour allows 
the coat to breathe better and is a huge benefit when drying your coat after shooting in wet 
conditions. Hangers have a stainless steel hook and can hold up to 100 lbs.

#749-003-700ST Shooting Coat Hanger Blue Only $24.95

Tubb’s Shooting Hats

The Tubb Competitive Shooting Hat designed by David Tubb 
(11 Time National High Power Rifle Champion) has many 
beneficial shooting features:
• Fully adjustable side flaps to block out excess light and 

peripheral distraction
• Vented panels to reduce heat
• Integral sweatband
• Neck flap that can be folded down to protect the back of your neck from the sun or your 

neighbor's hot brass ejecting on top of you
• Black eye patch

#749-004-520ST Tubb’s Tan Shooting Hat $31.95
#749-004-519ST Tubb’s Green Shooting Hat 31.95
#749-004-518ST Tubb’s Blue Shooting Hat 31.95

Adjustable To 
Fit Almost Every 

Head Size

Champion Standard 
Roll Up Mat
#749-007-546ST $102.95

www.youtube.com/sinclairinc

View our product videos on

Champion Deluxe Roll Up Mat
#749-007-654ST $103.99
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Slings

Magpul MS3 Multi 
Mission Sling

This sling gives lets you quickly go 
from a two-point sling for stability to 
a single-point sling for maneuverabil-

ity. You can adjust it with one hand, and 
when used with the Magpul ASAP plate, 

you can quickly get into many different shoot-
ing positions without getting tangled up in your 

sling. You can switch shooting shoulders to fire around 
corners, under vehicles and minimize your exposure. Comes with 

quick-detach lanyard and positive locking hardware.

#100-009-204ST MS3 Multi-Mission Sling, Black $49.99

Tompkins Rifle Slings
These excellent match rifle slings were developed 

by Mid and Nancy Tompkins for use in High 
Power, Long Range and Smallbore shooting. 
The 11/4" width was chosen because it provides 

excellent stability but does not transfer pulse 
effects like wider slings sometimes do. Both slings 
are designed to work without keepers, but can be 

used with a 11/4" keeper if desired. These slings 
can be used with hooks or push button detach-

able sling swivels and attach to the rifle on the 
front swivel only - they are not for Service 
Rifle competition. The leather sling is 
11 oz. full grain burgundy latigo leath-
er which measures almost 0.200" thick. 
Biothane® is extremely strong, supple and 

comfortable, and it is completely weather 
resistant.

#749-005-755ST Tompkins Sling - BlackBiothane Material $46.95
#749-005-483ST Tompkins Sling - TanLeather 41.95

Sinclair Service Rifle Sling
We like the Biothane® material that we use in our 
match slings so much that we had a service rifle 
sling made of the same material. Leather cracks 
and stretches, but the Biothane material is 
almost indestructible regardless of the weather 
or conditions. Biothane is made by fusing a 
polyester web inside a urethane casing which 
makes an extremely strong sling. This material 
is extremely comfortable in any shooting posi-
tion and wraps around the arm perfectly. This sling 
is approved for Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP) 
matches. It includes two Biothane keepers that do not move when 
put in place. Hooks are made of steel and are riveted on with 3 rivets. The sling measures 
54", which will accommodate almost all shooters. Available in black only. This is also an 
excellent sling for tactical shooters because the material makes the sling extremely quiet.

#749-006-113ST Sinclair Biothane Service Rifle Sling w/Keepers $49.95

Outdoor Connection Super Slings
These tough, military-
type nylon webbing 
slings won’t rot, mildew 
or break down in bad 
weather conditions. 
You can quickly switch 
from carrying to shoot-
ing without buckles, 
hooks or snaps. Great 
for use as a "hasty sling" 
for off-hand shooting, 
or adjust to lock into 
other shooting posi-
tions. The standard 
Super Sling is 11/4" 
wide, and gives up to 
331/2" of sling length. The Padded Super Sling adds silicone-treated 
suede leather stitched over a neoprene rubber pad so you can 
comfortably carry your gun on your shoulder for hours in the 
field. The Padded Super Sling is 1" wide, and 331/2" long.

#749-013-590ST Super Sling $23.99
#749-013-589ST Padded Super Sling 24.99

Turner Biothane Hunting/Tactical Sling

Match shooters liked the Biothane Service Rifle Slings so well that Turner Saddlery decided 
to make a Biothane carry sling for hunters, tactical shooters and general purpose use. This 
11/4" sling will fit just about any rifle with two sling swivel studs. Comes with two Uncle 
Mike locking swivels attached and one sling keeper. The adjustment buckle is indestructible 
glass filled nylon. This sling is simple, durable, completely weather resistant and should last 
a lifetime. Available in black or tan.

#749-005-816ST Biothane Hunting/Tactical Sling - Black $54.99
#749-012-179ST Biothane Hunting/Tactical Sling - Tan 51.99

Turner Competitive Rifle Slings

Turner slings are used worldwide in service rifle competitions and are recognized as one of 
the best among shooters. All Turner slings are made by hand to the original U.S. Government 
specifications and are correct for use on U.S. military rifles with 11/4" sling swivels.
Turner offers service rifle slings in highgrade oak tanned leather and in Biothane (a syn-
thetic material - see Sinclair Service Rifle Sling for description). Hardware is parkerized steel 
and sling adjustment holes are oblong. Turner slings include two keepers.
Turner leather slings are available in 50" or 54" lengths in black or tan color. The Biothane 
sling is available in 54" length in black only. Many shooters prefer the 54" sling when 
shooting an AR-15 because the sling swivels are about 11/2" further apart than on an M1A. 
Shooters over 6′ tall shooting an AR-15 should definitely order the 54" sling. Both lengths 
and colors are service rifle legal in CMP and NRA matches.

Each $59.99
ITEM # MATERIAL COLOR LENGTH

#749-006-281ST Leather Tan 50"
#749-006-276ST Leather Tan 54"
#749-006-279ST Leather Black 50"
#749-006-277ST Leather Black 54"
#749-006-282ST Biothane® Black 54"

Black Leather Tan Leather Biothane

Viking Tactics VTAC-MK1  
Quick-Adjust Sling

Black nylon web sling adjusts from carry to firing configuration while moving into position. 
After firing, a quick tug on the lanyard returns sling to carry position. Designed to carry 
gun muzzle down on your back to keep your hands free, and ease movement through brush. 
Loops through 1" sling swivels and adjusts to fit rifles from carbine-length to magnum-sized 
bolt actions.

#100-000-669ST V-Tac Quick Adjust Sling $34.95
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Swivels, Handstops & Accessories

Heavy Duty Sling Swivel
This heavy duty sling swivel is designed to hold up under 

severe match shooting conditions. The swivel attach-
es to the bottom of the match rifle hand stop 

and releases with a push of the center button. 
For rifle slings up to 11/2" wide. Will not pull 
apart. This swivel works in hand stops from 
Sinclair, Gehmann, Anschutz, Champions Choice, 

Champion Shooters Supply, Centra and others.

#749-001-869ST Heavy Duty Swivel, each $11.95
#749-003-044ST Heavy Duty Swivel Set, per pair 19.95
#749-011-792ST Heavy Duty Swivel Cup, each 2.25

Quick Release  
Sling Swivel Cup
Just about all the hand stop and sling sys-
tems in use on target rifles today employ a 
heavy duty quick release 11/2" 
push button sling swivel. 
This swivel cup accepts 
any of these push but-
ton swivels, and can 
be mounted anywhere 
with a machine screw 
or wood screw. The 
34-2750 set includes one 
“cup” and one 11/2" heavy duty swivel.

#749-011-792ST Heavy Duty Swivel Cup, each $2.25
#749-002-081ST Heavy Duty Swivel and Cup Kit 12.95

Uncle Mike’s  
Super Swivels
Set of two QD Super Swivel with SwiveLock feature. 
Intended for hunting and field rifles with studs already 
installed. Does not include studs. Available for 1" or 

11/4" slings.

#749-001-584ST 11/4" Super Swivels $10.99
#749-002-071ST 1" Nickel Super Swivels 12.99

Sinclair Bipod Adapters

Our Sinclair bipod adapters allow you to mount your Sinclair or Harris bipod to your acces-
sory rail or Picatinny rail equipped forend. All aluminum and steel construction ensures a 
lifetime of use.
Both accessory rail models will fit Freeland and Anschutz style accessory rails. The Deluxe 
Model (b) is specially designed to nest in the cradle of the Sinclair Bipod and locks securely 
in position using two small cap screws, while the Standard Model (a) slips in the accessory 
rail and is held in position by the tension created by tightening the bi-pod to the stock 
forend.
The Picatinny rail bipod adapter (c) clamps securely in place using a steel socket screw and 
lets you install your bipod exactly where you want it on Picatinny rail equipped tactical rifles 
such as the AR-15.

#749-001-388ST Standard Bipod Accessory Rail Adapter (A) $9.99
#749-004-371ST Deluxe Bipod Accessory Rail Adapter (B) 29.99
#749-011-620ST Picatinny Rail Bipod Adapter (C) 29.99

A

B

C

Sinclair Handstop

The Sinclair Hand Stop feels incredible when you are in position behind the rifle. The hour-
glass shape of the contact point fits the web of your hand naturally and cuts down on the 
fatigue and numbness that can set in during a long match. The railmounting piece fits both 
Anschutz and Freeland style rails and has a larger than normal contact surface area to make 
sure this hand stop won’t move when set. Adjustments are easy to make with the clamping 
lever that can be positioned so it is out of the way. Each hand stop includes a quick detach-
able 11/2" sling swivel that allows you to unsling with the push of a button.

#749-006-476ST Sinclair Hand Stop $59.95

CTK Precision Universal 
Brass Catcher

The CTK Brass Catcher has a big, 16" x 16" net 
that easily snags spent pistol or rifle cases as 
they’re ejected, so you don’t have to scrounge 
around to retrieve your brass. Keeps it from 
hitting other shooters on the line, too. A 
heavy duty steel frame with a durable E-Coat 
finish supports the nylon net. The weighted 
base creates a low center of gravity, so the 
Catcher won’t tip on the bench or when 
placed on the ground to shoot in the prone 

position. Optional camera tripod attachment 
(1/4"–20 thread) even lets you use it when shoot-

ing offhand.

Universal Brass Catcher
#749-012-246ST $59.95

Uniquetek  
Brass Wizard

Handy tool makes range cleanup fast and easy. 
Simply roll the wire drum over your spent 
brass for quick pickup on sand, dirt, grass, 
and hard surfaces. No more bending and 
hunting for your cases, no more handling 
dirty brass. Scoops up all sizes from .380 
Auto to rifle cases, even shotshells 
and .50 BMG. Aluminum handle 
has comfortable PVC hand grip at 
the top, and adjusts for length 
from 30.5" to 49". Includes a 
wire “dumper” bracket that 
attaches to a utility bucket 
to enable release of the 
captured brass with a 
simple twist of the handle.

#100-007-556ST Brass Wizard $59.99
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AR-15 Accessories

Brownells AR-15 High-Capacity Magazines
These magazines went through a lot of testing, tweaking, and then more testing to make 
them perfect. They have lots of great features: True, heat treated, aluminum bodies with 
a corrosion-resistant finish and an improved MILSTD follower 
that presents the cartridge correctly. Available in 20 and 30 
round capacity with a choice of either chrome-silicon 
spring or MILSTD stainless steel spring. The 
chrome-silicon spring works better 
for most competitive 
shooters because 
it won't take 
a set and pro-
vides uniform 
spring tension 
for the life of 
the magazine.

#078-000-159ST 20 Round AR-15 Magazine - Chrome Silicon Spring $13.99
#078-000-107ST 30 Round AR-15 Magazine - Chrome Silicon Spring 10.49
#078-000-160ST 20 Round AR-15 Magazine - Stainless Steel Spring 10.08
#078-000-113ST 30 Round AR-15 Magazine - Stainless Steel Spring 10.49

Lula® AR-15 Magazine  
Loader and Unloader

The Lula AR magazine speed loader is a lightweight, tough, reinforced polymer loader 
which is quick and simple to use for loading or unloading all types of AR magazines. Using 
the loader eliminates thumb and hand pain, reduces wear on magazine feed lips and pro-
longs magazine life. Lula Loaders are reliable in all weather, fit in your pocket and have been 
combat proven for reliability.

#100-000-637ST AR-15/M16 Mag Loader $27.99

Geissele Automatics 
G2S Two-Stage  
AR-15 Trigger
Geissele’s G2S trigger drops into your AR-15 to 
deliver much of the high performance, smooth 
feel, and reliability of their SSA com-
bat/CQB trigger at an economical 
price. The G2S offers a fixed 4½ lb. 
total pull weight, with a 2½ lb. first 
stage followed by a clean-breaking 
2 lb. second stage that helps you stay 
on the target through the entire pull. All machined 
steel construction, with non-adjustable wire-EDM 
cut sear engagement surfaces. Fits semi-automatic 
AR-15/M16 receivers with .154" diameter hammer 
and trigger pin holes. May be installed on AR-style 
.308 rifles that accept AR-15 triggers. Kit includes trigger 
and hammer assemblies, springs, hammer pin, tube of grease and instructions. Matte black 
exterior finish. 

#100-011-673ST .154" G2S Trigger $165.00

Brownells Tactical AR-15 Magazine
These tactical/competition magazines include two of the most 
popular AR magazine accessories pre-installed on a premium 
Brownells magazine. The Brownells magazine, with its 
hard-anodized, aluminum body and chrome sili-
con spring, is the recognized premium maga-
zine available today, and the Magpul 
Self-Leveling Follower and Magpul 
Ranger® Floorplate insure no-tilt 
feeding and easy magazine 
removal from tight vest 
pouches. Magazines 
are mil-spec gray 
color, and are 
a v a i l a b l e 
in 20- or 
3 0 - r o u n d 
capacity.

#080-000-541ST 20-Rd Tactical Mag. w/Ranger Plate $15.99
#080-000-490ST 30-Rd Tactical Mag. w/Ranger Plate 17.99

Includes Magpul  
Self-Leveling Follower 
and Ranger Floorplate

Magpul Generation III 
Anti-Tilt AR Magazine 
Followers
These enhanced self leveling follow-
ers are a drop-in replacement for 
USGI green or black maga-
zine followers. Followers 
are non-hydroscopic 
self lubricating mate-
rial with a 4-way 
antitilt design 
which prevents 
rounds from 
"nose diving" 
inside the mag-
azine. Magazine 
compatibility is 
improved, and the rounded lead-
ing edges and spring coil collector improve 
overall magazine performance. Three followers 
per package.

#100-003-500ST Enhanced Self-Leveling Follower 3-Pak, Fol. Green $5.65

Magpul Ranger®  
AR Magazine  
Floorplate
The Magpul Ranger floor-plate replacement for GI 
30 round magazines incorporates an integral 
loop, floorplate lock and magazine identi-
fier. The loop is made of pliable Sanoprene® 
overmolded on a stainless steel plate. This 
speed-change magazine system is based 
on the paracord loop and tabs in use 
by special warfare units worldwide. 
The Magpul Ranger can also be 
installed on 20 round magazines 
with slight modification (trim-
ming), but it is designed for cur-
rent issue style 30 round maga-
zines. Three pack includes three 
Ranger Plates and three floorplate 
loops.

Magpul Ranger AR Magazine Floorplate
#100-002-196ST $18.95
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AR-15 Accessories

Sinclair AR Single Shot Follower

If you are using the longer, heavier bullets in your 
AR-15, then you need a Sinclair AR-15 Single Shot 
Follower. The longer, heavier bullets are normally loaded longer than magazine length. 
The Sinclair AR-15 Single Shot Follower positions the 223 Remington cartridge loaded 
with longer bullets correctly for smooth feeding into the chamber. Once a round is fired, 
the bolt retracts and locks behind the follower in the empty/loading position. No need to 
take your magazine apart! It takes only a few seconds to install the Sinclair Follower on top 
of the existing follower. It can be removed just as quickly. This follower addresses many of 
the problems with existing single shot followers on the market. The satin finished anodized 
aluminum wears better than the plastic followers and is easily noticeable in the magazine. 
Works perfectly in GI metal magazines and Brownell magazines. Will not work in any of the 
inexpensive, plastic magazines we tested.

#749-002-692ST Single Shot Follower $17.99

The Original Bob Sled
If you shoot High Power rifle across the course 
with an AR rifle, the Bob Sled single shot 
magazine is just the ticket for the two slow fire 
positions (standing and prone). When using 
rounds with the longer bullets seated out to an 
overall length greater than magazine length, 
some type of single shot follower is necessary. 
Available in a “short” length for match rifle 
shooters and a “long” length for CMP/NRA 
Service rifle shooters (approved by the NRA and 
CMP). The Bob Sled replaces a normal magazine 
and has a built-in single shot follower designed to 
accommodate rounds longer than standard maga-
zine length. The Bob Sled locks the bolt into the 
open position after firing, allowing you to load the next round.

#749-005-593ST The Original Bob Sled - Long $43.95
#749-005-592ST The Original Bob Sled - Short 43.95

Slings and Things
This book is about slings and all the other things we 
need to function as competitive High Power Rifle 
shooters. Slings and Things covers slings, spotting 
scopes, coats, mats, hats, gloves, kit equipment needed 
to shoot the matches, how to choose the best gear, 
and how to use the gear correctly and more. There are 
answers to questions beginners ask the experts and 
questions the experts ask each other. Gear and kit for 
every budget is discussed in the seven sections in the 
book, with over 300 sharp photographs. This is a book 
High Power shooters have needed for a long time, and 
Zediker has written it with thorough research from 
a shooters perspective – Glen is a High Master NRA 
High Power Shooter. This is the first book in Zediker's 
"Basics and Beyond" series. 182 pages, 6" x 9" format, 
soft cover.

#749-003-071ST Slings and Things by Glen Zediker $19.95

Martin AR-15 
Front Weight
Using a sling on an AR-15 
applies torque to the barrel or the 
float tube. This torque is the reason most 
shooters use a float tube. The torque causes 
some movement of the float tube and can cause 
cuff style front weights to shift slightly in the hand 
guard. Shifting weights can put pressure on the gas tube, 
which can cause misalignment of the tube with the carrier key. 
The end result is accuracy deterioration. The Martin front weight 
installs in the bottom of the hand guard and eliminates the possibility of a 
torque shift causing pressure on the gas tube. Approximate total weight of the 
Martin front weight is 3 lbs., 6 ozs. To order the correct Martin front weight, measure the 
outside diameter of your float tube at the front end of the tube.

#749-004-342ST Martin Front Weight 11/4" Float Tubes $29.95
#749-004-348ST Martin Front Weight 13/8" Float Tubes 29.95

Martin AR-15 Rear Wedge Weight
Designed to balance out your AR-15, the Martin Wedge Weight works 

on AR-15 stocks with a cleaning accessory hole. Easy to install, 
takes minor filing to achieve a precision fit. Approximate 

weight of the wedge is 3.5 lbs. It can be cut down to 
adjust to your specific needs. Remember to 

cut from the front only. Match Rifle 
Stock weight has a hole drilled 

for adjustable buttplates.

#749-003-049ST Martin Rear Wedge Weight $19.99
#749-003-015ST Martin Rear Weight Armalite & Rock River 23.99
#749-004-316ST Martin Match Rifle Wedge Weight 29.99

The Competitive AR-15: 
The Ultimate Technical 
Guide
The Ultimate Technical Guide is about how to make 
the great AR-15 rifle platform perform at its best in 
High Power Rifle competition, field use and in tactical 
applications. This book focuses on detail – specific 
detail on parts like triggers, bolts, springs, receivers, 
barrels, sights and mounts, magazines and gas system 
components. All the gadgets and gizmos available get 
tried out, analyzed, and honestly accepted or rejected. 
A full discussion about ammunition, component selec-
tion, alternative cartridges for the AR-15 and hand-
loading techniques and tools is included. Zediker built 
a dozen AR “project” rifles to support his work for this 
book, including Service Rifles, varmint rifles, tactical 
rifles, civilian carbine and AR-10 chassis rifles. The maintenance segment includes detail 
on cleaning methods for different needs and applications, the best available cleaners and 
lubricants and specialty maintenance and cleaning tools. This new complete AR guide will 
be the latest AR-15 “bible’ for today's most popular rifle platform. Text and photography by 
Glen Zediker. 470 pages, 475 photos.

#749-004-957ST The Competitive AR-15: The Ultimate Technical Guide $34.95

To Stay Up-To-Date On 
Our Exclusive 

Offers & Information
Follow Us on Facebook, Twitter 

and YouTube
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AR-15 Accessories

Sinclair AR-15 Bolt Vise

Our bolt vise helps you disassemble your AR-15 bolt easily and without losing any parts. The 
main function of the tool is to compress the ejector so you can remove the spring pin easily. 
This enables you to release the pressure on the ejector slowly so the ejector and spring don't 
go flying off your workbench. The ejector and spring can be replaced if needed and the bolt 
reassembled easily. The tool cradles the bolt and holds it firmly in place while the screw 
assembly compresses the ejector. A hole in the vise allows the pin to drop free. The tool can 
also be used to hold the bolt securely while replacing gas rings and replacing the extractor.

#749-003-708ST Sinclair AR-15 Bolt Vise $24.95

Made of anodized aluminum 
and stainless steel

Sinclair AR-15/AR-10 Vise Blocks
The Sinclair Vise Block is 
the perfect tool for secure-
ly holding your AR-15/
AR-10 in a bench vise. 
The Vise Block inserts into 
your magazine well just 
like a magazine and the 
bottom half of the block 
can be clamped into a 
vise. You can tilt the block 
in the vise to work at a 
different angle if desired. 
You can also insert the 
vise block into the top of 

the lower assembly allowing you to work on the bottom side. The Vise Block is made of 
machined high density polyethylene, so it is extremely solid. Great workbench tool.

#749-002-689ST Sinclair AR-15 Vise Block $17.95
#749-003-696ST Sinclair AR-10 Vise Block 24.95

Brownells AR-15/M16 Roll Pin Punch Kit
Using roll pin punches is the best way to install or remove roll 
pins without damage to either the pin or the surround-
ing metal. A small raised projection in the face of 
the punch automatically centers the punch 
and prevents the roll pin from collapsing. 
Includes sizes 1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 1/8", and 
3/16".

#230-112-105ST Roll Pin Punch Kit, set of 5 $19.99

DPMS AR-15 Multi-Tool

This brawny powder coated steel wrench combines 7 tools-in-one for maintenance, building 
or repair of AR-15 series rifles. The Multi-Tool will install and disassemble free float tubes, 
peg-style barrel nuts, standard barrel nuts, compensators, barrel extension tubes, carbine 
stocks and buttstock screws. Includes 5/8" and 3/4" wrench slots, a 1/2" square hole for a socket 
or torque wrench and a large screwdriver tip. Wrench is 4140 steel, 12" long with a durable 
speckle powder coat finish.

#231-000-007ST AR-15 Multi-Tool $33.49

Brownells AR-15 Front 
Sight Bench Block
Designed specifically for removing and replacing 
the front sight assembly on mil-spec AR-15 rifles, 
this tough polyethylene block gives fitted sup-
port for driving the pins in and out of the front 
sight assembly. The block is clearly marked – one 
side for driving pins OUT, and the other side for 
driving pins IN. Block is milled to accommodate 
the sling swivel, and a provision for removing the 
gas tube roll pin is included. Orange, milled poly 
block is 4" in diameter and 111/16" thick.

#080-000-252ST AR-15 Front Sight Bench Block $39.99

DPMS 20" Stainless  
DCM Match 
Barrel

#231-000-320ST DCM Barrel w/Sight Base $244.99
#231-000-321ST DCM Barrel - Stripped 209.99

This DPMS match barrel was 
designed for service rifle competi-

tion and is machined from a 416 stainless 
blank that is button-rifled with a 1 in 8" twist 

rate and chambered in .223 Remington to help get the 
best accuracy from match-grade ammunition. The barrel extension 

has M-4 feed ramp cuts for reliable feeding and the muzzle is threaded 1/2" x 
28 to accept a flash hider or muzzle brake. The standard barrel comes with front sight base, 
handguard cap, and barrel nut, while the stripped version includes the barrel only. Both 
barrels will fit any standard pattern AR-15 receiver. Because of the .223 chamber, the use of 
5.56mm NATO ammunition is not recommended.

Krieger AR-15 DCM  
Match Barrel

#100-009-919ST Krieger AR-15 DCM Barrel - Post-Ban $450.00
#100-009-920ST Krieger AR-15 DCM Barrel w/Threaded Muzzle 

– Pre-Ban
489.99

This stain-
less steel match barrel from 
Krieger features a minimum-spec .223 chamber 
and hand-lapped, single-point cut rifling with a 1-7.7" twist rate 
that’s ideal for 69-80 grain match bullets. Heavy "H-Bar"-style contour and 20" length 
make this barrel ideal for service rifle competition. Available in Pre- or Post- Ban configura-
tion (with or without 1/2"-28 tpi muzzle threads). All critical dimensions have been ground 
between centers to be concentric to the bore, and the gas port has been precisely located 
in one of the grooves of the rifling. Krieger recommends the use of a standard Parkerized 
mil-spec bolt with this barrel; due to the minimum chamber, it may not headspace properly 
with chrome-plated or nickel-boron coated bolts. .750" O.D. at gas port. .093" dia. gas port. 
3.5 lb. wt.

                 NOTE  We recommend you replace the 
ejector spring pin when reassembling if you have one 
available. A 1⁄16" punch is required to remove the pin.
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JP Full Mass Stainless 
|Tactical Carrier 
with Key
This JP Enterprises 416 stain-
less steel bolt carrier is machined 
with expanded, hand polished 
exterior bearing surfaces for a 100% increase in bear-
ing surface, smooth cycling and improved alignment. Interior bearing surfaces are roller 
polished. Dust cover notch and forward assist serrations are included and carrier key is 
installed. This is a full-mass bolt carrier for duty or competition use where the highest level 
of reliability is required. Finished in black hardcoat process. This item is not for select 
fire rifles.

#452-000-022ST JPBC-2 Stainless Steel Bolt Carrier $222.99

JP EnhancedBolt
The JP EnhancedBolt is made from SAE 9310 high-

grade steel. This material makes for an 
extremely hard surface with a 

tough ductile core. The bolt is 
very resistant to structural fail-
ure and has a life expectancy 

that far exceeds the Mil-Spec 
8620 type steel bolts. The 9310 steel is the same 

type used in Formula 1 race car transmissions so it is great for the high-load application of a 
bolt assembly and full-auto tests prove this. This new bolt comes with extractor, ejector, and 
gas rings installed. Accepts standard firing pin, cam pin and retainer pin. 

#452-000-111ST .223 EnhancedBolt $122.99

DPMS AR-15 
Mil-Spec Bolt, 
Bolt Carrier
These Mil-Spec bolts and bolt carri-
ers from DPMS are machined from the correct steels, hardened 
to the correct hardness and phosphate coated to military specifi-
cations. Purchase the parts individually, or buy the combo set for a 
quick-change upgrade or repair. Great for assembling a custom AR upper.

#749-009-449ST DPMS Mil-Spec AR-15 Bolt w/Ejector Only - NO Fir-
ing Pin, Cam Pin, Firing Pin Retainer, or Extractor

$49.95

#231-000-077ST DPMS Mil-Spec AR-15 Bolt Carrier w/ Carrier Key 57.99
#749-007-823ST DPMS Mil-Spec Bolt/Bolt Carrier Assembly Complete 129.99

#749-013-036ST AR-15/M16 Chrome Plated Bolt Assembly $119.99

Smith Enterprise AR-15/M16 
Chrome Plated Bolt Assembly

High-quality, mil-spec components are made from 8620 steel, 
hardened and heat treated, magnetic particle inspected, and 

then hard-chrome plated. Chrome plating provides 
a reduced friction co-efficient to the surface that 

makes each part almost impervious to 
wear and helps improve the firing cycle. 

Fits all AR-15 and M16 bolt carri-
ers, and comes fully assembled 

with extractor spring and 
pin, ejector spring and pin.

DPMS AR-15 Bolt and Bolt 
Carrier Combo
This DPMS steel AR bolt 
and Bolt carrier combi-
nation is hard chrome 
plated for natural lubric-
ity, less wear and posi-
tive cycling. The carrier is 
heat treated 8620 steel and the bolt is 
machined, heat treated Carpenter 158 
Steel. Assembly is function tested at the factory, so some light fouling may be present.

#749-009-453ST Chrome Bolt/Bolt Carrier Assembly Complete $179.95
#749-009-451ST Chrome Plated Bolt (w/out Cam Pin or Firing Pin 

Retainer)
84.75

#749-009-452ST Chrome Plated Bolt Carrier (w/out Carrier Key) 80.99

JP Enterprises AR-15  
Adjustable Trigger

Single-Stage AR-15 trigger features engagement and over-travel adjustments in combina-
tion with re-engineered sear geometry. Disconnector timing is correct, eliminating the 
“fire-on-release” or “doubling” problem, and the hammer camming effect found on the 
original parts is eliminated. Extremely short reset of the hammer greatly increases durabil-
ity. This trigger system offers a complete absence of take-up and over-travel and extremely 
short reset to make this system the best possible compromise between precision and speed 
for action and tactical rifle competition. The JP Trigger system is compatible with your 
original hammer if it has not been altered, but the addition of the JP Speed Hammer will 
reduce lock time for a more refined trigger system. The trigger comes with detailed instal-
lation instructions, a 35 minute CD-ROM video on installation, set-up and adjustment, and 
yellow trigger and yellow hammer springs for a 3 to 3½ lb. trigger pull. Order additional 
spring sets for pull weights up to 4.5 pounds for CMP service rifle competition, or the JP 
Speed Hammer for faster lock time. 
JPS3.5 Reduced-Power Spring Kit is for use with AR-15 rifles only. When used with stan-
dard AR-15 trigger parts gives 4.0-4.5 pound trigger pull range . When used with JP trigger 
parts gives 3-3.5 lb. pull range. Can be used for competition or recreation. Hammer and 
trigger springs are yellow. Will not work with AR-style .308 rifles.
JPS4.0 Spring Kit gives a 4 to 4½ lb. pull (gray hammer spring and yellow trigger spring) 
for law enforcement duty or when using ammuntion with low sensitivity primers. Suitable 
for use in many AR-308 setups.
JPS4.5 Spring Kit gives a 4½ lb. pull (gray hammer spring and gray trigger spring) for CMP, 
Service Rifle Competition.

#452-015-000ST JPFC-1 Adj. Trigger Kit, .154" Pins $113.99
#452-000-007ST JPS3.5 Reduced-Power Spring Kit 11.99
#452-000-015ST JPS4.5 Spring Kit 11.99

JP Enterprises Speed Hammer
The JP Speed Hammer is the perfect compliment to the JP Trigger System. This low mass 
hammer yields a 50% reduction in lock time for improved accuracy and ignition reliability. 
The torque effect of the hammer accelerating through its arc is significantly reduced with 
the Speed Hammer. The JP Speed Hammer is laser cut from cryogenically treated A2 tool 
steel, hardened to Rockwell 58 all the way through and has a precision pressed in stainless 
pin boss for accurate alignment. This is a durable, high performance addition to the JP 
Trigger System.

#452-015-100ST .154" Speed Hammer $59.95

Accu-Wedge
The Accu-Wedge helps promote better accu-
racy by tightening the fit of the lower and 
upper receiver on AR-15's. This long wearing, 
rubber wedge fits into the rear of the lower 
receiver.

#993-150-100ST AR-15/M16 Accu-Wedge $4.99
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JP Enterprises Adjustable 
Gas Block
Machined aluminum adjustable gas block replaces the 
front sight/gas block on AR style rifles. Tuning the gas 
system to the load will reduce "bolt slamming" and the 
resulting recoil effects. This easy-to-install gas block 
allows you to tune your bolt velocity to the load, use 
reduced loads or shut the gas system off for no brass 
ejection. Professional looking way to eliminate the front 
sight while providing a Weaver style rail for sight/accessory 
mounting. Standard model fits .750" O.D. barrels; Heavy fits .936" 
O.D. barrels. Hard, black finish, complete instructions and wrench are 
included.
#452-015-110ST Standard Gas Block $69.99
#452-015-111ST Heavy Gas Block 79.99

Brownells Modular AR-15/M16 
Gas Block

This easy-to-install modular gas block/rail kit replac-
es the mil-spec front sight/gas block with a 

modular gas block system which will give you 
one, two, three or four MIL-STD 1913 rails. 
All rails will accept Picatinny or Weaver-
style mounts. The top rail is integral with 
the gas block, and the bottom and side rails 
can be installed or removed in seconds 

with an Allen wrench. Gas block mounts 
securely to the barrel (standard .750" diameter) with 
three hardened setscrews, block and rails are 17/8" 
long, machined from a 6061 aluminum billet, matte 

black hardcoat anodized.

#080-000-384ST AR-15/M16 Modular Gas Block Kit $54.99

Badger Ordnance  
AR-15 Tactical Latch
Extended charging handle latch developed 
to allow rapid operation of the AR-15 or 
M-16 charging handle with the right 
hand or left hand, with gloves on, in 
muddy, wet, snowy or icy conditions. 
The Tactical Latch is currently in service 
with US Marine Force Recon, Navy Seals, Special Forces, DEA, FBI, 
Secret Service and many state and local law enforcement agencies. 
Replaces the OE charging handle latch, requires a 1/16" pin punch for 
installation.

#093-249-020ST Tactical Latch $19.99

AR-15 Chrome Silicon  
Flat Wire Buffer Spring

The CS Flat Wire Buffer Spring produces about 20% greater power than conventional 
springs. This means increased resistance to the bolt unlocking. The CS Flat Wire spring 
provides more consistent bolt carrier movement resulting in consistent rifle recoil and 
movement. This spring is duty-rated for 1,000,000 cycles (200 times longer than a standard 
spring).

#749-004-943ST AR-15 Chrome Silicon Flat Wire Buffer Spring $24.99

McFarland™ Gas Ring
This one piece gas ring provides an improved 
seal with no gaps. Only for 223 Remington 
caliber.

Note: One McFarland ring  
replaces three standard rings.

#749-000-261ST McFarland™ Gas Ring $3.95

AR-15 Replacement Parts
The factory parts listed below are replacement parts you may wish to have on hand for 
your AR-15.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-000-528ST Firing Pin (Standard) $5.90
#749-000-131ST Firing Pin Retaining Pin 2.00
#749-000-090ST Gas Ring (each) 1.99
#749-000-085ST Extractor Pin 1.99
#231-000-067ST Ejector Roll Pin 1.22
#749-000-087ST Ejector Spring 2.00
#749-000-145ST Ejector 2.50
#749-002-172ST Extractor 13.95
#749-000-146ST Extractor Spring Assembly 2.50
#749-002-660ST AR-15 Charging Handle 17.95
#749-001-826ST AR-15 TiN Coated Firing Pin 11.95
#749-002-661ST AR-15 Barrel Extension 20.99
#749-001-291ST National Match/DCM Front Sight Post(A2)

Requires A2 Sight Tool For Installation
9.99
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Firing Pin 
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Ejector 
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Spring  
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Spring
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The Gapper™

All stock gripped AR-15’s have a little void between the front of the pistol grip and the rear 
of the trigger guard. This “hole” irritates some shooters during a long shooting session. The 
GAPPER clips in place and completely eliminates this rough spot. Doesn't change service 
rifle silhouette. Made of solvent resistant polyurethane.

#749-000-227ST The GAPPER for AR-15 A-2 Grips $3.95

AR-15 Rite-Pull™
Many shooters find their trigger finger 
extending too far into the trigger guard 
when holding an AR-15 in any shoot-
ing position. The Rite-Pull grip exten-
sion moves the grip back about three 
quarters of an inch, giving you a great 
trigger finger position and a much 
better feel to the rifle. Very well made 
and simple to install. This accessory 
looks like it was factory installed. The 
Rite-Pull is not legal for Service Rifle 
Competition.

AR-15 Rite-Pull
#749-003-817ST $25.95
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The Magpul Generation II 
Precision Rifle/Sniper butt 

stock is a drop-in, fully adjust-
able precision stock assembly 
for standard A1/A2 fixed buf-
fer rifles. The stock assembly 
mounts to the rifle receiver 

extention tube, accepts stan-
dard buffer and spring and adjusts 

lengthof-pull and comb height with two machined 
aluminum click-detent adjustment wheels. Ribbed rubber butt-

pad is correctly shaped for less fatigue and no slip during extended shooting 
sessions and wearing complete operational gear. Fully raised comb will not interfere with 
charging handle operation. Two 11/4" sling attachments (front and rear) which can be 
mounted right side or left side are included. Total length-of-pull adjusts from 131/4" to 141/2", 
comb height adjusts a total of 1" weight of the assembly is 1 lb. 12 oz. Cover on the bottom 
of the unit slides off to reveal a Picatinny rail for accessory mounting.

AR-15 Accessories

Ergo Tactical 
Deluxe AR-
15 Grip with 
SureGrip™
The Tactical Deluxe is a larger, 
heavier AR grip with a more pro-
nounced palm swell than the stan-
dard Ergo grip. The finger grooves 
and backstrap areas of this grip 
are smooth SureGrip, and the side 
panels have a finely textured, sticky 
SureGrip finish. Grip is impervious 
to oils and solvents, provides a superior 
gripping surface when wet or with gloves on, 
and is ambidextrous. Outstanding grip for shooters with 
larger hands. Ergo makes this same Tactical Deluxe grip with a 
heavy duty palm shelf attached to the bottom of the grip. The palm shelf 
helps the shooter retain control of the rifle in severe tactical situations or in moving 
competition courses of fire. Mounting hardware included with both grip versions.

#749-004-938ST Ergo Tactical Deluxe Grip w/SureGrip $34.95
#749-006-065ST AR-308 Tact. Deluxe Grip w/Palm Shelf 49.95

Command Arms Grip
This seven piece grip set for the AR-15 incor-
porates three different palm swell inserts 
as well as three different finger groove 
inserts allowing 
you to custom-
ize the fit and 
feel of the pistol 
grip for maxi-
mum control and 
comfort. An excel-
lent set up for NRA 
match rifles, varmint 
rifles, three-gun and 
tactical applications. 
Not legal for CMP or 
Service Rifle compe-
tition.

#100-004-712ST Universal Pistol Grip, Black $32.99

Original Ergo AR-15 Grip  
with SureGrip™
This is the very popular and economical "original" ergo-
nomically designed AR-15 grip from Ergo Grip®. The origi-
nal has smooth textured finger groves and an integral rear 
upper extension which helps support the web of your hand.  
SureGrip is a rubber overmolded textured compound (soft 
like a pencil eraser) which is impervious to oils and solvents 
and provides a superior grip surface even when wet or with 
gloves on. This grip is ambidextrous, includes the Gapper™ 
which plugs the open space between the trigger guard and 
pistol grip, and a rubber bottom plug to close the lanyard/
battery compartment in the bottom of the grip. Installs 
using the original mounting hardware.

#573-000-025ST Ambi AR-15 SureGrip ERGO, Black $24.99

Magpul MOE™ AR-15 
Replacement Grip

The MOE grip from Magpul Industries is a cost effective drop-in 
replacement for the standard pistol grip on AR type rifles. Ergonomics 
are improved over the Mil-Spec original grip, and the side panels are 
a comfortable anti-slip texture. The MOE Grip accepts Magpul core 
accessories, and a basic three spare round storage core is included 
with the grip.

Magpul MOE AR-15 Replacement Grip
#749-102-012ST $20.95

Magpul® PRS™ AR-15/M16  
Precision Rifle  
Stock

#749-102-009ST Magpul PRS AR-15/M16 Precision Rifle Stock $254.95

Sierra Precision AR-15 
Adjustable Buttplate
The Sierra Precision Adjustable Buttplate is easy to install in the 
AR-15, AR-10 and SR-25 rifles. 
The buttplate is adjustable for length of pull, vertical position 
and cant. Installation is simple - remove the two buttplate 
screws and the original buttplate, then install the adjustable 
buttplate using the original screws. 
Older buttstock weights may need to be shortened slightly or 
drilled to provide clearance for the buttplate center bar. The 
Martin Match Rifle Buttstock weight (#749-004-316, sold 
separately) comes with a pre-drilled center bar hole that will 
accommodate this Sierra buttplate. Not legal for service rifle 
competition. 

#749-006-591ST Sierra Precision Adjustable Buttplate $62.95

Rock River Arms A-4 Collapsible Buttstock

#749-102-008ST Rock River Arms A-4 Collapsible Buttstock $74.95

Complete six-position A-4 style buttstock kit includes everything needed to convert an 
AR-15 to the shorter, adjustable A-4 style or build a new A-4 rifle. The kit comes with a 
Zytel® nylon stock and latch, A-4 buffer and spring, lock nut, receiver lock plate and rear 
sling swivel. Length of pull is 101/2" closed and 13" extended.
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AR-15 Dry Firing/Safety Device
Owners of AR-15’s can safely 
dry fire their firearms with-
out causing any impact dam-
age to the firing pin by using 
this AR-15 Dry Fire Device. 
The device is used by competi-
tive shooters, law enforcement, 
and military in dry firing activi-
ties. The device requires you to 
move the charging handle only 
about a 1/4" to reset the trigger. 
The device installs in seconds 
by dropping it into the bolt car-
rier and prevents the hammer 
from impacting the firing pin. It 
is completely invisible when the 
firearm is assembled so it has 
safety applications when storing 
the weapon. Will not work with 
Jewell or McCormick aftermar-
ket triggers.

#749-002-588ST Dry Firing Device - Black $16.95
#749-002-589ST Dry Firing Device - Orange 16.95

Sinclair AR-15 Sight Covers and Muzzle 
Guards

#749-002-499ST Sight Covers/Muzzle Guards $14.95

Sinclair AR-15 protective sight covers and muzzle guards protect your AR-15’s front and rear 
sights from being moved or damaged. The muzzle guard keeps dirt out of your barrel and 
provides protection to the muzzle crown. Covers are made of durable vinyl and fit snugly 
to the sights and muzzle. Each set includes a front sight cover, a rear sight cover, and two 
muzzle guards designed for AR-15’s with or without a flash suppressor. Available in High 
Visibility Yellow.

AR-15 Clamshell Sight Covers

#749-002-599ST AR-15 Clamshell Sight Covers $16.95

Includes Rear and  
Front Sight Covers

These rigid plastic clamshell design sight covers completely protect the front and rear sights 
on AR type rifles. The covers open to go over the sight assemblies, then close like a clamshell 
with an integral locking clip. Easy to install and remove.

Chamber Safety Flags
We stock two NRA and CMP approved chamber safe-
ty flags. The #749-000-125 is the traditional range 
safety flag issued and used at matches for the 30 
caliber service rifles and bolt action match rifles. 
The #749-000-170 flag was developed spe-
cifically for the AR type rifles to eliminate 
the problem of the AR bolt “eating” the end 
of the safety flag. AR bolts can slam closed 
on the #749-000-170 with no effect to the 
bolt or the flag. Curved shape keeps the flag from falling out. 
The #749-000-170 flag will work for all rifles and cartridges.

Brownells AR-15/M16 Dust 
Cover Safety Flag
Chamber insert of high-visibility yel-
low instantly lets the RSO and other 
shooters know your rifle is unloaded 
and safe.  Blocks the chamber to ensure 
that a round cannot be loaded when the 
flag is installed. Perfect for competi-
tion, training exercises, and classroom 
activities where it's vital to quickly 
identify that weapons are safe at all 
times. Completely seals the ejection 
port to keep out dust, dirt, and other 
debris.
#084-000-300ST Dust Cover Safety Flag AR15/M16 $6.99

Service Rifle Data 
Book (AR-15 223)
This is a data book designed spe-
cifically for Service Rifle shooters. 
Your data book provides a wealth of 
information when trying to get your 
groups tightly centered. Slow fire and 
Rapid fire sections are color coded 
which enables you to quickly re-
orient during the different stages of 
highpower shooting. You can easily 
record every shot. In this data book 
you can record weather conditions, 
temperature, elevation, windage, 
light at start and finish, iris opening, 
filters, glasses, ammunition, and a whole lot more. Windage tables in the front of the book 
for quick reference.
#749-001-867ST Service Rifle Data Book $11.95

MTM Chamber Safety Flag (For 30 Caliber Rifle)
#749-000-125ST $1.95

Sinclair AR-15 Lug Recess Tool
#749-000-170ST $2.50

A safe rifle on the range is impor-
tant to all shooters. This bright 
yellow magazine block renders all 
models of AR-15's safe. The solid 
plastic block locks into the maga-
zine well and can't be unlocked 
unless the bolt is retracted. The 
bottom of the block protruding 
from the magazine will provide a 
visible "safe weapon" indication. 
(Does not replace flag for NRA/
CMP competition).

#749-000-773ST Safety Block $6.95

AR-15 Safety Block
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Sinclair AR-15 and AR-308 Lug Recess Tool

#749-000-170ST Sinclair AR-15 Lug Recess Tool $2.50
#749-004-531ST Sinclair AR-308 Lug Recess Tool 31.99
#749-000-184ST Cotton Rolls, 3/8" x 1" - Approx. 50 pieces 2.95

Our Lug Recess Tools for AR-15s and AR-style 308s are one of-a-kind. The lug recess area of 
AR rifles collect a lot of grease, grit, powder residue, etc. The Sinclair lug recess tool utilizes 
a 1" cotton roll that is inserted into a tool head and retracted into a Delrin™ sleeve. The tool 
head and sleeve are then inserted into the action all the way to the barrel extension. The tool 
head is pushed into the lug recess area where the cotton roll expands. A couple of clockwise 
rotations clean up the area. Can be used dry or with solvents. The Lug Recess Tool can also 
be used to wipe off the face of the barrel extension. A great tool to complete your AR clean-
ing kit. One bag of cotton rolls is included with each tool.

Sinclair AR-15/AR-308 Cleaning 
Links and Rod Guide

This item is a “must have” for cleaning your AR-15. The Link separates the upper and 
lower assemblies, but holds them securely, allowing easy breech access for bore cleaning 
using a Sinclair rod guide. Made of Delrin™ and stainless 
steel, it is virtually impervious to solvents. The Link uses 
the rear locking pin and rear locking pin hole and installs 
in seconds.

#749-002-497ST AR-15 Cleaning Link $14.95
#749-002-620ST Sinclair AR-308 Link 19.99
#749-002-979ST AR-15 Family Rod Guide 223 Rem. 19.95
#749-003-621ST AR-10’s & SR-25 Rod Guide 308 Win. 23.95
#749-011-465ST AR-15 Rod Guide Link Kit 29.95

Shown In-Use 
with AR-15 
Rod Guide

Sinclair High Power 
Record Book
Our High Power Record 
Book provides windage 
and elevation data along 
with separate pages to 
record sight settings for var-
ious yardages and ranges, 
separate pages for record-
ing scores, pages to keep 
track of total rounds fired, 
note pages, and blank windage charts to fill in 
custom data. Color coded targets included for 200 yard Slow Fire 
Standing, 200 yard Sitting Rapid, 300 yard Prone Rapid, 600 yard Prone Slow Fire. Total 
page count - 150 pages. Size is 9" x 6".

#749-001-881ST Sinclair High Power Record Book $11.99

Sinclair AR-15/AR-308 Rifle Cradle

#749-006-357ST Sinclair AR-15/AR-308 Cradle Model $56.99

This cradle will hold the AR-15 or AR-308 rifle in the correct muzzle down position for 
easy cleaning. The Sinclair Cleaning Cradle securely holds your rifle in place while you 
clean from the breech. The Sinclair Cleaning Cradle is constructed of aircraft aluminum 
and can be easily disassembled for transportation. Two great companion tools to use with 
the cradle are the Sinclair AR-15 Cleaning Link (#749-002-497) and the Sinclair AR-15 Rod 
Guide shown above.

Mark Brown Bolt Carrier Carbon Scraper

#749-004-115ST AR-15 Carbon Scraper $27.95

This tool is designed to break up carbon build-up inside the AR-15's bolt carrier. Excessive 
hardened carbon deposits can cause cycling problems. This tool features the Sinclair large 
grip handle.

    SAVE  
when you buy as a kit
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Dry Firing Devices & Accessories

A-Zoom Metal Snap Caps
Match shooters know that dry fire practice will improve their position, sight align-
ment and trigger control. These A-Zoom Snap Caps are machined from solid 
aluminum and are hard coat anodized. They feel and function just 
like live ammunition in your rifle. The patented “dead cap” pro-
tects the firing pin from damage for over three thousand dry fires.

ITEM # FITS PER PACK
#187-000-046ST .22 Hornet 2 $10.99
#187-000-002ST .25 Auto 5 18.49
#187-000-003ST .32 Auto 5 18.49
#187-000-004ST .32 S&W Long 6 20.49
#187-105-109ST 9mm 5 18.49
#187-000-005ST .380 Auto 5 18.49
#187-105-138ST .38 Super 5 18.49
#187-106-038ST .38 Spl. 6 18.49
#187-106-357ST .357 Mag. 6 18.49
#187-000-027ST .357 Sig. 5 18.49
#187-000-006ST .40 S&W 5 18.49
#187-000-007ST 10mm Auto 5 18.49
#187-000-008ST .44 Spl. 6 18.49
#187-000-009ST .44 Mag. 6 18.49
#187-106-440ST .44-40 6 18.49
#187-105-145ST .45 ACP 5 18.49
#187-106-045ST .45 Colt 6 18.49
#187-000-045ST .45 GAP 5 18.49
#187-000-032ST .500 S&W 6 20.49
#187-000-035ST .17 Rem. 2 18.49
#187-000-036ST .204 Ruger 2 10.99
#187-000-010ST .220 Swift 2 18.49
#187-000-011ST .222 Rem. 2 10.99
#187-102-223ST .223 Rem. 2 10.99
#187-000-012ST .22-250 2 10.99
#187-102-243ST .243 Win. 2 10.99
#187-000-029ST .223 WSSM 2 18.49
#187-000-038ST .270 WSM 2 10.99
#187-000-013ST 7x57 Mauser 2 13.99
#187-000-040ST 7mm-08 2 13.99
#187-000-014ST 7mm Mag. 2 10.99
#187-102-762ST 7.62x39 2 10.99
#187-000-015ST .30 Carbine 2 10.99
#187-000-016ST .30-30 2 10.99
#187-102-308ST .308 2 10.99
#187-102-306ST .30-06 2 10.99
#187-000-028ST .300 Win. Mag. 2 10.99
#187-000-039ST .300 WSM 2 10.99
#187-000-017ST .300 Wthby Mag. 2 18.49
#187-000-041ST .300 RUM 2 18.49
#187-000-018ST 8x57 Mauser 2 10.99
#187-000-019ST .338 Win Mag. 2 10.99
#187-000-020ST .375 H&H Mag. 2 13.99
#187-000-021ST .45-70 2 10.99
#187-000-022ST .410 Ga. 2 10.99
#187-000-023ST 28 Ga. 2 10.99
#187-000-024ST 20 Ga. 2 10.99
#187-000-025ST 16 Ga. 2 10.99
#187-102-012ST 12 Ga. 2 10.99
#187-000-026ST 10 Ga. 2 10.99

Harbour Arms Precision Snap Caps
Harbour Arms Snap Caps allow you to dry fire safely and improve your scores 
without sending rounds down range. Machined from solid aluminum with a 
spring loaded plunger that absorbs firing pin shock. Protects your expensive tar-
get rifle’s action while you practice point of aim, position, and most importantly 

- trigger control. Two Snap Cap cartridges per package.

Each $13.50

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-013-762ST 222 Rem
#749-009-650ST 223 Rem
#749-009-348ST 22-250 Rem
#749-009-651ST 243 Win
#749-009-663ST 6mm BR
#749-009-665ST 6mm Dasher
#749-009-664ST 6mm BRX
#749-009-659ST 6PPC
#749-009-666ST 6mm XC
#749-009-667ST 6x47 Lapua
#749-013-770ST 6.5 Grendel/LBC
#749-009-349ST 6.5 Creedmoor
#749-009-662ST 6.5x47 Lapua
#749-009-661ST 6.5x284
#749-009-660ST 6.5x55 Swed

ITEM # CALIBER
#749-009-652ST 260 Rem
#749-009-653ST 270 WSM
#749-013-768ST 7mm Mauser
#749-013-763ST 7mm Rem Mag
#749-013-764ST 7mm Rem SAUM
#749-009-668ST 7mm WSM
#749-009-656ST 30-06
#749-009-657ST 308 Win
#749-009-655ST 300 Win Mag
#749-009-654ST 300 WSM
#749-013-767ST 30-30 Win
#749-013-766ST 303 British
#749-009-658ST 338 Lapua Mag
#749-013-765ST 375 H&H Mag

Dry Firing Device for M1A/M14's & M1 
Garands
This dry firing device is made specifically for the M1A/M14 
family and the M1 Garand. There are an increas-
ing number of shooters participating in 
Garand matches all around the country 
and of course at Camp Perry. This 
simple device drops into the action and 
allows you to dry fire all you want with a 
simple cock of the charging handle to reset the trigger.

#749-002-074ST M1 Garand and M1A/M14 Dry Firing Device - Black $12.95
#749-002-096ST M1 Garand and M1A/M14 Dry Firing Device - Yellow 12.95

Sinclair Bullet Drop Rods
Sinclair Bullet Drop Rods are designed to remove bullets that are lightly 
stuck in the throat/rifling. The drop rods are dropped down the barrel 
from the muzzle end with the rifle standing upright. Sinclair Bullet 
Drop Rods are not designed to dislodge or knock out loaded (live) 
rounds. These are great to keep in your range box to use when a cleaning 
rod is not available. The Bullet Drop Rods can also be used to remove 
bullets used to determine seating depth with a Hornady or Sinclair 
Seating Depth Tool. 
Sinclair Drop Rods are brass and they will not harm stainless or chrome 
moly barrels. Each set includes two rods - a 3/16" diameter rod for 20 
caliber through 25 caliber bores, and a 1/4" diameter rod for 6.5mm 
through 416 caliber bores.

#749-001-882ST Sinclair Bullet Drop Rod Set $11.95

Small Drop Rod: 3/16" 20 Caliber Bores up to and including 
25 Caliber
Large Drop Rod: 1/4" 6.5mm Bore up to .416 Caliber

Laserlyte Laser 
Training System
The Laser Training System from Laserlyte 
offers a revolutionary way to train without 
going to the range or burning up ammo. 
Simply insert the laser unit into the chamber 
like an ordinary cartridge. When you pull the 
trigger, a firing-pin activated switch turns on 
a bright red laser dot to indicate the “bullet” 
impact point. Activates for 100 milliseconds 
each time the firing pin strikes. The housing 
is rimless, so the LTS won't be extracted and 
ejected when you rack the slide—perfect for tap/
rack/bang malfunction drills. The soft brass housing 
is similar in size to an actual cartridge and is fitted with 
two rubber O-rings to prevent damage to the chamber. Runs on 
three, readily available Type 377 button-cell batteries (included) that 
are good for approximately 3,000 shots.

#749-012-589ST 9mm Laser Trainer Cartridge $79.99
#749-012-590ST 40 S&W Laser Trainer Cartridge 79.99
#749-012-591ST 45 ACP Laser Trainer Cartridge 79.99
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Peltor Hearing Protectors
Peltor is an industry leader in developing safe, reliable and comfortable hearing protection. Whether you’re a beginner or a professional match-grade 
shooter, Peltor has hearing protectors to suit every level of shooter and noise level.

Peltor Tactical “6” Electronic 
Hearing Protector
Smaller compact size stereo hearing protector with 
electronics built into a slim dome to amplify audible 
sounds while virtually eliminating clearance prob-
lems from any gun stock. Hear range commands 
but suppress hazardous noises above 79dB. Very 
popular with competition shooters. NRR rating 
of 19dB.

Peltor COMTAC II Dynamic 
Muffs/Peltor Swat-Tact II 
Muffs
Contoured shape can be worn with a hel-
met so you don’t have to choose between 
protecting your ears or your head in tacti-
cal situations that require both. Cutout 
at the top of each muff easily fits inside 
most helmet designs. Gain instant, 
superb hearing protection and still hear 
voice commands or speech clearly - the 
exclusive electronic suppression circuits 
cut out damaging noise levels. Dual pin 
microphone receptacle allows use 
with portable radios or other com-
munication gear. Detent switch at 
base of right hand muff lets you 
adjust volume. Unbreakable, water-
proof cases keep moisture out; includes 
leather headband and foam–filled ear cups for 
comfort. Noise reduction rating (NRR) is 19dB..

#749-011-997ST Peltor Comtac II Dynamic Muffs - Black $329.99
#749-011-349ST Replacement Hygiene Kit for Tact “7” 17.99

Peltor Bull’s-Eye “7” Hearing 
Protector
This hearing protector provides excellent atten-
uation at low and high frequencies with a 
noise reduction rating (NRR) of 27 dB. Your 
ears will be well cared for and comfortable in 
soft liquidand foam-filled ear cushions. Slide 
the earmuffs up or down using the adjustable 
headband for a custom fit.

#749-011-998ST Peltor Bull’s 7 $21.99

Peltor Tactical Sport Hearing 
Protection
This model from Peltor incorporates a new ASIC 
chip technology for clearer, cleaner, and more 
refined audio. The loud impulse noise shut-down is 
lightning fast, but so gentle you will hardly notice 
the shutdown. These muffs are comfortable for all 
day wear, amplify ambient sound, have auto shut-
off after two hours and include easily changeable 
(external compartment) AAA Alkaline batteries. 
The ear cups are ergonomically designed for com-
fort and the cups are contoured for a good rifle 
stock weld. Interchangeable orange and black 
ear cup covers are included with a micro fiber 
storage/carry bag. These muffs also include an 
audio input port for cell phones, field radios, and 
MP3 players. NRR Rating is 18 dB. Made in U.S.A., 
designed in Sweden.

Peltor Bull’s Eye “6” 
Shotgunner
Stow-a-way design with an ultra low tapered 
ear cup bottom which eliminates interference 
with the gun stock. These muffs were originally 
designed for shotgunning, but because of the 
low profile we use them when shooting prone 
or off the bench. Liquid/foam ear cushions. Red 
or black domes. Noise reduction rating of 21dB.

Peltor Bull’s Eye Ultimate 10
This ear muff has a noise reduction rating of 30dB 
which is the highest rating on the market for any 
ear muff tested by an accredited facility. The use of 
a dual shell design allows Peltor to reach this level of 
protection. Excellent for pistol shooting.

Peltor Bull’s Eye H6B/V
The headband on this extremely lightweight hearing protector goes behind the head instead of over the top - won’t interfere with caps or 
hairstyles. Strictly a back-band protector, not multi-position. Weight 5.3 ozs. Noise reduction rating of 19dB.

#749-003-051ST Bull’s Eye H6B/V - Back Band Style $19.95
#749-001-137ST Hygiene Kit For H6B/V 8.99

Peltor Bull’s Eye “6” Shotgunner-Black
#749-003-057ST $17.99

Peltor Bull’s Eye “6” Shotgunner-Red
#749-003-058ST $17.99

Hygiene Kit For H6B/V
#749-001-137ST $8.99

Peltor Tactical Sport Hearing Protection
#749-007-646ST $109.99

Peltor FL6N Audio Input Jack
#749-004-335ST $49.99

Tactical “6”
#749-006-973ST $74.99

Tactical “6” - Back Band Style
#749-006-970ST $74.95

Replacement Hygiene Kit For Tactical “6”
#749-002-190ST $15.99

Peltor Bull’s Eye Ultimate 10
#749-003-521ST $24.99

Replacement Hygiene Kit for Ultimate 10
#749-001-151ST $9.99
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MSA Supreme Pro 
Electronic Hearing 
Protector
These Swedish made hearing protectors are with-
out a doubt the finest electronic muffs we have 
ever used. They are extremely comfortable, 
simple to operate, and produce a far superior 
sound quality. Components and materials are 
like those used in flight or military gear - tough 
composite plastic shells, high quality leather 
covered head band, moisture sealed screw on bat-
tery access port and liquid foam filled ear surrounds. 
These muffs operate on two AAA alkaline batteries 
(included) with a stated battery life of 600 hours 
and automatic battery save function. Electronics 
are all digital, and the microphones on each side 
are moisture protected and do not stick out from 
the muff profile. Easy three button control for on-off, 
higher or lower volume. Automatically switches off after 
four hours to save battery power. These muffs have a very 
low profile design, so they should not interfere with rifle 
stocks. There is also an auxiliary input port and a sup-
plied cord for connecting an external audio source. If 
you enjoy using high quality equipment, or have not 
been completely happy with other electronic hearing 
protectors you have tried, we highly recommend this 
MSA unit. The noise reduction rating (NRR) is 18.

#749-008-358ST MSA Electronic Hearing Protector $299.99
#749-002-965ST Supreme Pro Ear Muffs Hygiene Kit 19.99

Supreme Pro Ear Muffs 
Hygiene Kit

Pro-Ears Predator Plus 
P-300P Electronic Muffs
These muffs feature Dynamic Level Sound Compression, 
which lets you hear range commands and 
other low-level sounds, but compresses 
any noise over 70dB. Independent 
left and right volume controls offer 
crisp, clean, true stereo sound. The 
advanced electronics don't filter out 
the high frequencies, which makes 
these muffs particularly good for 
shooters with highfrequency 
hearing loss. Comfortable cush-
ions seal over the ears, and low-
profile “chop side” outer cups 
won't interfere with your cheek 
weld on the stock. These muffs run 
on four 1.5V N-type batteries, with 
over 300 hours life expectancy—the 
longest in their class. Your choice of 
green or black.

#749-013-587ST Predator Plus Electronic Muffs - Green $199.99
#749-013-588ST Predator Plus Electronic Muffs - Black 199.99

Pro-Ears Ultra 33  
Passive Earmuffs
Lightweight and comfortable ear muffs provide 
maximum hearing protection. Soft ProForm 
leather ear seals conform to your head without 
binding or pinching, and the head band adjusts to 
fit head sizes from youth to adult. Offers 33 dB of 
noise reduction.

Radians Pro-Amp 
Electronic Earmuff
These electronic earmuffs feature buffer-
ing microphones that automatically reduce 
sounds above 85 dB, but amplify low-level 
sounds. Independent volume controls 
allow you to adjust the amplification to 
fit specific conditions. Adjustable Cool 
Max headband wicks away moisture and 
helps you keep cool on a hot range. Low 
profile ear cups won't interfere with gun 
stocks, and the earmuffs 
collapse for easy stor-
age. Powered by 
six (6) AAA bat-
teries, includ-
ed. Offeres 23 
dB of noise 
reduction.

#100-002-949ST Pro-Amp Electronic Muffs $79.99

Folded

Surefire Earpro Sonic Defenders
These in-the-ear plugs protect your hearing by preventing dangerously loud 
sounds from entering your ear canal. They block sounds above 80 dB, but allow 
lesser sounds to pass through. You can still carry on a normal conversation while wearing 
these plugs. If you want even more noise protection, you can insert the attached stopper 
plugs to block low-level sounds, too. Standard EP3 model comes in medium, and fits most 
hears. EP4 Plus comes in medium and large sizes, and offers enhanced noise reduction. 
EP5 Max model includes a lanyard, but does not have enhanced noise reduction feature 
of the EP4.

ITEM # MODEL SIZE COLOR
#152-000-039ST EP3 Sonic Defenders Medium Clear $13.99
#152-000-054ST EP4 Sonic Defenders Plus Medium Clear 13.99
#152-000-048ST EP4 Sonic Defenders Plus Large Clear 13.99
#152-000-092ST EP3 Tactical Sonic Defenders Medium Black 13.99
#152-000-093ST EP4 Sonic Defenders Plus Medium Black 13.99
#152-000-094ST EP4 Sonic Defenders Plus Large Black 13.99
#152-000-118ST EP5 Sonic Defenders Max Medium Black 12.99
#152-000-119ST EP5 Sonic Defenders Max Large Black 13.99
#152-000-121ST EP5 Sonic Defenders Max Medium Clear 12.99
#152-000-120ST EP5 Sonic Defenders Max Large Clear 12.99

#152-000-039

#152-000-093

#152-000-121

Black Pro Ears Ultra 33 Passive Earmuffs
#749-013-591ST $36.99

Green Pro Ears Ultra 33 Passive Earmuffs
#749-013-592ST $36.99
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Howard Leight Impact™ Sport

Safety on the range and in the field is important, and so is protecting your hearing. The 
Impact Sport electronic earmuff protects you from hazardous noise, while allowing you to 
clearly hear range commands and other ambient sounds. Built-in, directional microphones 
automatically shut off to keep a loud impulse noise at a safe 82dB level. Sleek, low-profile 
earcups are designed to clear the firearm stock, increasing your shooting comfort. An auxil-
iary jack lets you connect an MP3 player, or scanner, while power and volume are adjusted 
with a single control knob. Automatically shuts off after 4 hours to increase life of the two, 
included AAA batteries. NRR 22.

#100-004-644ST Impact Sport Electronic Muffs $55.99

Howard Leight Super Leight™

Available in a 5-pair case, and 50- or 100-pair tub, these single-
use earplugs have the highest noise reduction rating available in 
a foam earplug. Available with or without retaining cord. NRR 33.

#749-101-249ST Howard Leight Foam Ear Plugs - 5 pack - No Cord $2.99
#749-101-247ST Howard Leight Foam Ear Plugs - 100 ct - No Cord 32.99
#749-101-248ST Howard Leight Foam Ear Plugs - 50 ct - Cord 25.99

Howard Leight “Super Leight” 
Shooter’s Earplugs
Economical, lightweight, single-use foam plugs deliver a power-

ful noise reduction rating (NRR) of 33. Just compress a 
Super Leight plug between the fin-

ger and thumb for easy insertion 
into ear canal, and the bell-
shaped foam expands to fit 
your individual ear size for a 

comfortable fit. Red, white and 
blue colors stand out at the range. 

Sold in 20-pak.

#100-006-711ST Super Leight Earplugs, 20-Pak $5.99

Howard Leight  
Leightning® Series
Passive Earmuffs
All Leightning series earmuffs use Bilson® 
Technology’s patented Air Flow Control™ tech-
nology to improve attenuation, while keeping 
down size and weight. Ruggedly constructed 
with steel wire for durability, and features an 
exclusive, padded foam headband to allow 
comfortable, daily use. Ear cushions snap in 
and out for easy cleaning.

A. L3 Earmuff
Lightweight, high-attenuation earmuff has 
an adjustable headband with super-soft ear 
cushions. Folds for storage. Perfect for handgun 
shooters. Black cups. NRR 30.

Leightning High Attenuation Earmuff
#749-101-245ST $24.99

B. L2F Earmuff
Lightweight earmuff with super-
soft cushions folds for storage. 
Perfect for handgun shooters. 
Dark gray cups. NRR 27.

Leightning Folding Earmuff
#749-101-243ST $21.99

C. L1N Earmuff
Sleek, behind-the-neck design lets you comfortably 
wear caps or hats. Comes with an adjustable headband 
strap for optimum fit. Low-profile cups are perfect for 
shotgun or rifle shooters. Light gray cups. NRR 25.

Leightning Neckband Earmuff
#749-101-246ST $13.99

D. L1 Earmuff
Economical, lightweight earmuff with low-profile 
design works well in a wide variety of shooting 
applications. Folds for storage. Light gray cups. 
NRR 25.

Leightning Slimline Earmuff
#749-101-242ST $13.99

E. L0F Earmuff
Ultra-slim, ultra-light design with super-soft 
cushions won't interfere with firearm stock 
and are perfect for shotgun or rifle shooters. 
Folds for storage. Black cups. Weighs only 4 oz. 
NRR 23.

Leightning Super Slimline Folding 
Earmuff
#749-101-241ST $19.99

D

E

B

A
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Ear Muff Belt Clip
Keep your muffs right at hand when you are not wearing them. Easily 
snapped into place, the sturdy Belt Clip allows for quick, one handed 
clip-on and clip off of most earmuffs. Made of strong flexible plastic for 
years of use.

#749-102-030ST Ear Muff Belt Clip $3.99

SensGard 
ZEM Hearing 
Protectors
The ZEM is a completely differ-
ent approach to hearing protec-
tion that also enables you to hear 

conversations or range commands. 
It uses "sound chamber" technology 

to achieve an impressive NRR 31 noise 
reduction rating for exceptionally pow-

erful hearing protection in a very small, 
lightweight and foldable unit. The really 

great feature is your ability to still hear 
speech frequencies with great clarity while 

wearing the ZEM. Fully "passive" operation, No 
muffs, batteries, electronics or control knobs.

#749-012-539ST SG31 SensGard Hearing Protector $39.99

Comes With Two Extra 
sets Of Ear Cuff Foams

Mack’s Shooter’s Putty 
Earplugs
You have to use this stuff to appreciate it. Shooter’s Putty 
molds to the contours of your outer ear and provides 
excellent protection for shooters who want earplugs that 
don’t insert into the ear canal. Works well under 
earmuffs for additional hearing protection. 
Just peel back to hear normal conversation 
and then press back into place. 
Useable all day, but should be 
disposed of after use. Three 
sets of putty earplugs per box, 
in high-visibility orange or dis-
creet beige. Provides 22 dB of noise 
reduction. Great to keep in your 
range box as backups or for guests.

#749-012-747ST Shooter's Putty Ear Plugs – Orange - 3 pair $3.99
#749-012-748ST Shooter's Putty Ear Plugs – Beige - 3 pair 3.99

Radians Foam 
Ear Plugs
Hearing loss from loud noises 

is permanent - protect your 
precious hearing with 
these economical, 
disposable foam ear 
plugs. They provide 
up to NRR 32, one of 
the highest levels of 
hearing protection available. These high visibility orange 
(so you can’t lose ’em) plugs feature a tapered shape that 
fits all ear canals. Foam expands slowly to comfortably fill 
the ear canal, reducing sharp reports from gunfire or loud 
noises from heavy machinery to help prevent permanent 
damage and hearing loss.

#100-007-200ST Foam Ear Plugs, 100 Pairs $19.99

Mack’s Ear Seals™
These ear plugs with baffles have a 27dB rating and are 
incredibly soft. They can be used with or without 
the included cord. The seal rings on these plugs 
are very flexible and are not as hard as other 
plugs we have tried. Can be used along with 
earmuffs for those that want to double-up on 
their hearing protection. Reuseable and washable 
(one pair per box).

#749-012-752ST Mack’s Ear Seals $3.99

Mack’s Shooters Ear Plugs
From the maker of the original “Safe Sound” compressible foam ear plugs, a variety of 
disposable plugs specifically engineered to meet the needs of shooters. All models are made 
to take the bite out of gun noise, while also providing all-day wearing comfort. Extra-dense 
soft foam compresses easily, yet expands slowly to give you plenty of time to position the 
plug comfortably in the ear canal. 

A. Ultra plugs have extra-dense foam to provide up 
to 32 dB noise reduction - a real lifesaver if you are 
shooting big magnums or at indoor handgun ranges. 
Inconspicuous beige color.

Ultra Shooter's Ear Plugs – 7 pairs
#749-011-781ST $4.99

B. Mack's For Her plugs offer a shorter taper and softer 
foam to better fit a woman's ear canal, while still provid-
ing a robust 30 dB noise reduction. And yes, they're pink.

For Her Shooter's Ear Plugs - 7 pairs
#749-011-804ST $4.99

C. Slim Fit plugs are designed for children and 
folks with smaller ear canals who find standard-
size plugs a bit too large. 29 dB noise reduction.

Slim Fit Shooter's Ear Plugs - 7 pairs
#749-011-805ST $4.99

D. Corded foam plugs give you 32 dB noise 
reduction, with the benefit of a connecting cord 
to keep the plugs from getting separated.

Corded Ear Plugs - 2 pairs
#749-012-749ST $2.99

E. Ear Ammo plugs have a distinctive loaded round shape 
that tells everyone you're a firearms enthusiast and it's 
practical, too. The step-down shape makes them particu-
larly comfortable to wear, and still benefit from 30 dB noise 
reduction.

Ear Ammo Shooter's Ear Plugs - 7 pairs
#749-011-773ST $4.99

Ear Ammo Shooter's Ear Plugs - 44 pairs
#749-012-670ST $9.99

A
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Radians Shift™ Interchangeable Lens 
Shooting Glasses

Shift shooting glasses from Radians protect your 
eyes and feature 5 interchangeable lenses with different color tints to help you see targets 
better under all light conditions. The attractive frame of lightweight polymer has a soft 
rubber nosepiece and ear tips to help the glasses rest comfortably on your face for all-day 
wear. See targets clearly indoors or outdoors, dawn to dark, through the five, interchange-
able one-piece lenses: Green Mirror (best for bright sunlight), Copper (medium sunlight), 
Amber (low light), Clear (indoors/night), and an Orange lens that helps you see orange 
targets without eye strain. Lenses meet ANSI Z87.1+ impact standard and provide 99.9% 
UV-A/UV-B protection. Comes with foam-lined zippered case and includes replacement 
nosepiece, neck lanyard, and cleaning cloth.

#100-010-560ST Shift Shooting Glasses $69.99

Pyramex Shooting Eyewear

This shooting glasses “kit” made by Pyramex Safety is licensed by Ducks Unlimited, Inc. 
and carries their logo. The five high grade polycarbonate anti-fog lenses will help you see 
better and shoot better in any light condition. This set comes with a fully adjustable frame, 
lenses in clear, amber, orange, sun block bronze and infinity blue. All lenses exceed ANSI 
z87.1 high impact requirements and provide 99% UV Protection. Set comes with a water-
proof zipper case, neck lanyard and a cloth bag for the lenses. This Pyramex kit is the most 
versatile we’ve found for the price.

#749-004-111ST Pyramex Shooting Eyewear $27.99

Radians Outback™ Shooting Glasses

Radians Outback shooting glasses offer impressively clear, distortion-free views of the target 
while protecting your eyes from flying debris – at a low enough price that you can afford to 
have several pairs. The clear, scratch and impact-resistant polycarbonate lens meets ANSI 
Z87.1 safety standards and blocks 99.9% of harmful UVA/B rays. Flexible polymer frame, 
a rubber nosepiece and temple tips, plus an adjustable, removable neck cord help to ensure 
that the glasses stay securely in place when you're moving or changing shooting positions.

#105-000-066ST Radians Outback Shooting Glasses $6.99

Radians Shooting Glasses
Economical, practical shooting glasses by Radians deliver an unhindered view of the target 
for shooting anytime – day or night. The clear, impact-resistant polycarbonate lenses meet 
ANSI Z87.1 standards to protect your eyes from flying brass, debris, and 99% of harmful 
UVA/UVB rays.

A

Mack’s Lens Wipes
These lens wipes are perfect to carry in your range 
box, glove box, golf bag or pocket. The pre-moist-
ened, anti-fog, anti-static wipes are great for clean-
ing glasses, scopes, binoculars or any optical equip-
ment. Safe for all glass or plastic optics and will 
not harm lens coatings. Individually wrapped for 
long storage life. 

#749-011-719ST Mack’s Lens Wipes - 6 Pack $1.09
#749-011-772ST Mack’s Lens Wipes - 30 Pack 3.95

B

C

C

A. Origin
Feature a fog-resistant one-piece lens, 4-position length-adjustable, rubber-tipped temples, 
and a self-adjusting rubber nosepiece to prevent slippage. Black frame.

#105-000-081ST Origin Shooting Glasses $7.99

B. Revelation
Feature individual lenses, 5-position length-adjustable temples, and a rubber nosepiece. 
Black frame.

#105-000-080ST Revelation Shooting Glasses $8.99

C. Rock
Wrap-around, one-piece, anti-fog lens, an adjustable rubber nosepiece, and rubber-tipped 
temples. Available with silver or black frames.

#105-000-040ST Rock Shooting Glasses – Silver Frame $8.99
#105-000-041ST Rock Shooting Glasses – Black Frame 8.99
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Wind Meters
Today's electronic windmeters are an extremely useful tool for the active rifle shooter whether you are hunting, competing, or tuning up a rifle. The electronic meters we carry are compact, 
accurate, and reliable and many go well beyond being a simple windmeter.
We carry several wind/weather meter models from Kestrel and WindMate. These are extremely well-made instruments and are incredibly accurate over their full range of values - invalu-
able to the competitive shooter and varmint hunter.

WindMate Wind Meters
Portable WindMate® wind meters have been reviewed by experts in the field and have won 
various industry awards. Each unit is only 51/2" long when closed, and weighs just over 3 
ounces - perfect for taking to the field, or adding to that already-stuffed range bag. The 
unique, jackknife-style case allows more precise wind speed readings than other meters, 
because your hand is distant from the wind impeller, allowing undisturbed air flow mea-
surement. It then folds to protect the unit when not in use. WindMate meters come with 
a wind vane to ensure accurate measurement on the wind axis. All units can be tripod 
mounted and will accommodate the Model SM-WT wind tunnel accessory for more precise 
readings as a stationary sensor or for long-range shooting. The 200, 300, and 350 models 
feature a digital, USA-made fluxgate compass which allows wind direction, cross/head/tail 
wind calculations, and more, all on an easy-to-read LCD display. All WM-series meters use 
the readily available, CR-2032 lithium battery, included with each meter, which provides 
approximately 400-hours of opration. WindMate wind meters meet NIST calibration stan-
dards, are wind speed accuracy tested to better than +/- 3%, and have a 2-year warranty.

WM-350: Windmate Multi-Function 
Weather Meter
This prize-winning, comprehensive weather monitor gives full environ-
mental data specific to your location, and includes a 48-hr history for 
every function, hour-by-hour, and in a bar graph. The USA-made, fluxgate 
compass reads when held vertically, giving wind direction in degrees and 
compass points; it also calculates crosswind and head/
tail wind, and can be calibrated for variation/
declination and deviation. In addition to wind 
speed/direction, temperature, barometric 
pressure, altitude, and humidity, the unit pro-
vides wind chill, wet bulb, dew point, Delta T 
& density altitude readings. The WM-350 gives 
an accurate weather forecast, and an audio storm 
alarm alerts you to weather changes, even if the unit is off. This instrument incorporates the 
exclusive, Accuweather.com’s patented Comfort Index, which is the effect of temperature, 
relative humidity, wind speed and sun intensity on the human body. The formula can be 
adjusted based on sun intensity and is superior to Heat Index.

#749-008-336ST WindMate Multi-Function Weather Meter $206.99

Wind Tunnel
Designed to fit all WindMate wind meters. The wind 
tunnel attachment allows for very accurate wind speed 
measurements from a specific direction. It is particularly 
suited to industrial applications and precision shooting.

#749-004-380ST WindMate Wind Tunnel $18.99

AP-22 Carry-Along Case
Protects your WindMate to and from 
the measuring site or when not in use.

WM-100: WindMate Basic Windmeter
If you just need wind speed, this is the instrument for you! The WM-100 
has Swiss-made impeller components, is water resistant, shockproof and 
floats. Measures wind speeds from 0.8 – 89 MPH with reading in tenths. 
Will display wind measurements in Knots, MPH, KM/H, Ft./Min., M/sec, 
Beaufort speed ranges from 1-12, current and maximum wind speeds 
and average wind speed. Comes with an adjustable lanyard. The case is 
water resistant, shockproof, and the jackknife design 
allows for the most accurate measurements, as 
your hand’s heat and moisture do not interfere 
with any sensors.

WindMate Basic Windmeter
#749-007-239ST $69.99

WM-200: WindMate  
With Wind Direction and Backlight
Unlike traditional compasses, the WM-200 reads when held vertically and 
can be used for taking bearings. All of the features of the WM100, but 
temperature and wind chill are also included to make this a comprehen-
sive unit for sailors, and shooters, among others. The unit is very simple 
to operate. The Mode button toggles you through each of the six features. 
Units can be changed by pushing a second button, while a third button 
operates settings for compass calibration. Using a traditional compass, 
you can check the accuracy of the WindMate 200 
digital compass. If it needs to be recalibrated, the 
process is pretty easy: You just enter the reca-
libration from the compass window, rotate 
the WindMate 200 twice at about 15 second 
intervals, and press the SET button again to 
finish. An error will be indicated if it was done 
incorrectly. Compass is accurate to +/- 2°. Wind chill 
accuracy is +/- 1.8°F.

#749-007-814ST WindMate With Wind Direction and Backlight $99.99

WM-300: WindMate With Wind Direction & 
Lifetime Calibrated Humidity
The WindMate WM-300 measures wind speed and direction, temperature 
and humidity. Its Swiss-made, self-calibrating humidity sensor helps maxi-
mize use in the field. In addition to relative humidity, the unit measures 
dew point, wet bulb, Delta T, air temperature and computes wind chill. 
It also includes Accuweather.com’s patented Comfort Index, which is the 
effect of temp, wind speed, relative humidity & sun intensity on the human 
body and is superior to Heat Index. Unlike traditional 
compasses, the USA-made fluxgate compass in the 
WM-300 reads when held vertically and can be 
used for taking bearings. These features make 
the WM-300 the perfect tool for professionals, 
hobbyists and recreational users.

WindMate® Model Features WM100 WM200 WM300 WM350
Current and Max. wind speed MPH, KM/H, ft./
min., m/s, BF X X X X

Average Windspeed 5, 10, 13 sec. 10 sec 10 sec 10 sec
Temperature and Wind Chill X X X
Time/Date X
Wind Vane X X X X
Digital Compass/Wind Direction X X X
Crosswind, Head/Tail Wind X X X
Relative Humidity X X
Relative Humidity, no re-calibration required4 X X
Wet Bulb X X
Dew Point X X
Delta T X X
Accuweather.com® Comfort Index™ X X
Barometer with 16-hour bar graph, and 
48-hour graph and hour-by-hour history X

Altitude/Density Altitude X
Storm Alarm X
EL Light X X X
Auto Shut-Off (after 5 min.), Tripod Fitting, CR 
2032 Lithium Battery X X X X

Disable Auto Shut Off X
Two-Year Warranty X X X X

WindMate With Wind Direction & Lifetime Calibrated Humidity
#749-008-181ST $149.99

Carry-Along Case
#749-002-949ST $14.99
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Kestrel Weather Meters

A. KESTREL 1000: The Kestral 1000 Model wind meter is the perfect instrument for 
shooters and outdoorsmen who need a compact, rugged, reliable and simple wind speed 
instrument without a host of other functions. A hard slide-on case, lanyard, battery 
(CR2032) and complete instructions are included. Excellent easy-to-use wind meter, 
completely waterproof for use in harsh outdoor conditions.

#749-007-290ST Kestrel 1000 Weather Meter $74.00
B. KESTREL 2000: The Kestrel 2000 Pocket Weather Meter adds temperature 
information to the complete wind speed functions of the 1000 Model. The Kestrel 2000 is a 
compact and durable weather meter that puts essential weather information in the palm of 
your hand. You get accurate wind speed information, Kestrel 2000's external temperature 
sensor and waterproof casing (it even floats) allows you to gauge the temperature of water 
and snow, as well as open air. A hard slide-on case, lanyard, and battery are included.

#749-007-772ST Kestrel 2000 Weather Meter $94.00
C. KESTREL 3000: The 3000 features advanced humidity sensing and wet bulb readings, 
humidity response is improved over previous models with a second temperature sensor 
mounted inside the RH chamber. The Kestrel 3000 is a Pro-Grade instrument for anyone 
working, hunting or shooting outdoors.

Kestrel 3000 Weather Meter
#749-008-145ST $149.00
D. & E. KESTREL 4000 and 
4000NV: The Kestrel 4000NV has 
all the same features as the Kestrel 
2000 but offers several more features 
(see chart).

The Kestrel 4000NV uses a visible 
red backlight which helps sustain the 
user's natural night vision. Includes 
Wrist and Neck Lanyards, and 2 AAA 
Batteries (included). Also available 
in an olive drab case. These features 
make the 4000NV more suitable for 
field use.

Kestrel 4000 Weather Meter
#749-008-341ST $249.00
Kestrel 4000NV Weather Meter
#749-008-375ST $259.00
F. KESTREL 4500: The Kestrel 
4500 addresses wind direction 
along with wind speed. This model 
includes a digital compass and 
calculates headwind/tailwind 
and crosswind by referencing a 
user set target direction. All this 
directional information and the other 
environmental readings are stored in 
the builtin 1400 data point memory. 
Add the 4500 Vane Mount and this 
Weather Tracker becomes a data-
logging weather station which rotates 
in the slightest breeze.

Kestrel 4500 Weather Tracker 
- Yellow
#749-008-373ST $299.00

Kestrel 4500 Weather Tracker 
w/Blue Tooth - OD
#749-101-229ST $399.00
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Current Wind Speed
Air Temperature
Maximum Wind Gust
Waterproof & Floats
Water Temperature
Average Wind Speed
Wind Chill
Snow Temperature
Hold Function
Hard Cover
User-Replacement Impeller
Time and Date
Protective Pouch
Density Altitude
Wrist & Neck Lanyards
Data Charting
Red Backlight
Easy-to-read Backlit Display
Minimum, Maximum and  
  Average Values
Multi-Function 3-Line Display
Exterior Temp., Humidity, and 
   Pressure Sensors For Fast 
   and Accurate Readings
Customize Screens to Display  
   User-Selected Measurements
Graph and Recall Trends
Flip-Top Impeller Cover
Upload To Computer
Five Languages
Heading (True and Magnetic)
Wind Direction
Crosswind
Headwind/Tailwind
Altitude
Pressure Trend
Barometric Pressure
Wet Bulb Temperature
Relative Humidity In %
Heat Stress Index
Dewpoint 

Kestrel 4500NV Horus
The 4500NV Horus adds to Kestrel’s popular, flagship Model 4500 
weather meter the Horus ATrag Ballistics software (civilian version) 
and night-vision-friendly readout – in a compact, easy-to-use hand-
held unit. Eliminates the need to run your ballistics program on a 
laptop because it contains all of the necessary data and solutions built 
into one device to minimize user workload and distraction. Results 
can be logged, graphed, and recalled to reveal trends – plus,  it all can 
be uploaded to a computer later. Three-line multi-function display 
can be set to read out in English, French, German, Spanish, or Italian. 
Backlight of the display incorporates an optical filter that reduces 
overall brightness and minimizes blue and green spectrum light to 
help preserve night vision, for optimal performance in low light. Plus, 
the 4500NV is IP-67 waterproof, MIL-STD-810F ruggedized, and it 
floats, so you can take it anywhere. Weather Functions: heading (true 
& magnetic), wind direction, crosswind/headwind/tailwind, altitude, 
barometric pressure and pressure trend, wet bulb temperature, rela-
tive humidity, heat stress index, dewpoint, density altitude, wind chill, 
air/water/snow temperature in Fahrenheit or Centigrade, and current/
average/maximum air velocity. Ballistic Calculation Functions: target range, wind direc-
tion/wind speed, direction of fire, inclination angle/inclination cosine, target speed, target 
direction of movement, muzzle velocity, ballistic coefficient, bullet weight, bullet diameter, 
zero range, bore height, rifling twist/twist direction, latitude, temperature, station pressure, 
and Coriolis Effect. NOTE: Backlight appears soft grayish-pink, not red, so it is still in the 
visible spectrum and is not compatible with night-vision equipment. 5" (12.7cm) high x 
1¾"(4.1cm) wide x 1-1⁄8" (2.8cm) thick. 3.6 oz. (102g) wt.

#100-011-040ST Kestrel 4500NV Horus 4L00XZH $589.00

Kestrel Portable Tripod
This little tripod will hold any of the Kestrel Weather 
Meters to make them easier to use in the field. The tripod 
has a detachable clamp mechanism which will also mount 
to any standard 1/4-20 tripod or mount. Tripod will adjust 
from 6" to 10", folds to 71/2" and comes with a padded 
carry pouch. Just about every Kestrel Weather Meter 
owner or user will find the Portable Tripod extremely 
useful.

Kestrel Portable Tripod
#749-003-714ST $20.00

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Kestrel 4500 
Portable Vane 
Mount
The 4500 Vane Mount is compat-

ible with all of the 4000 Series 
Weather Trackers. This ingenious, 
light weight accessory assembles in sec-
onds and enables the 4500 Weather Tracker to log head/tail wind direc-
tion and speed and crosswind direction and speed. The tripod bearing is 

sensitive enough to react to the slightest changes in wind direction.

#749-006-608ST Kestrel Portable Vane Mount $50.00
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Borescopes & Miscellaneous Shooting Accessories

Hawkeye™ Precision Borescopes

Hawkeye Borescopes are used by an increasing number of shooters to check their barrels 
for erosion and fouling problems. The Hawkeye Borescopes have been recently upgraded 
with even better optics and improved mirror technology to provide a sharper, more clear 
picture of the rifle bore. Both “Shooter’s Edition“ kits include a 17" borescope with a focusing 
eyepiece for viewing straight down the bore, a mirror adapter for looking 90° into the side 
wall of the barrel, a light source, and hard storage case. The “Shooter’s Edition - Plus” kit 
includes an angled eyepiece so you don't have to look straight into the borescope. Angled 
eyepiece is also available separately for those who already have a Hawkeye Borescope. These 
models will work on 22 caliber bores and larger.

The Limited Edition Borescope from Gradient Lens offers the same Hawkeye™ quality at a 
more affordable price. This 17" Borescope includes the same light source, mirror adapter, 
and cleaning kit as the regular Hawkeye™ #HS17FE-K. Savings are passed on to shooters 
with the omission of the focusing eyepiece and hardcase. The borescope is shipped in a 
padded cardboard case (works well for storage too) and can be disassembled for focusing 
in seconds with included Allen wrench. The Limited Edition Borescope is perfect for the 
individual shooter or gunsmith who does not require a protective hardcase. Focus is pre-set 
for 22/30 caliber barrels.
#749-008-450ST Limited Edition Borescope $699.99

Hawkeye™ Angled Eyepiece
The Angled Eyepiece is available as an upgrade for any of the borescopes 
listed above. The Angled Eyepiece is used when you cannot get close to 
the eyecup. Best utilized with rifles that have an adjust-
able cheekpiece or high comb. The 
eyepiece attaches to the standard 
borescope eyepiece and reflects the 
image 90° through its own focusing 
eyepiece. This accessory is great for upgrading 
your Limited Edition Borescope or the Hawkeye 
#HS17FE-K Borescope Kit.

Hawkeye Angled Eyepiece
#749-008-317ST $275.00

Bore Scope Guide
This simple, machined Delrin® guide is an easy and inexpensive way to prevent unnecessary 
contact between your Hawkeye borescope and barrel. The guide takes the 
place of the bolt and lines up the borescope, allowing it to slide direct-
ly down the center of the bore with no need to “feel” your way 
into the chamber. Fits the Remington 700,  Winchester 
70, Ruger 77, and many other actions with .700" 
diameter bolts. A great way to protect your 
investments!

Bore Scope Guide
#080-000-983ST $19.99

Vibra-TITE Sportsman’s Bench 
Products
Sportsman’s Bench Products features a line of threadlockers, adhesives, and 
lubricants that are perfect for use on the bench or at the range. Also useful for a wide range 
of non-firearm applications, too.
A. Instant Super Glue: Multi-purpose, instant-bonding adhesive for quick repairs. Great 
for wood stocks, filling in chips on clear finishes, and fast adhesion of leather, vinyl, rubber, 
plastic, and laminates. 1/2 oz. (15ml) bottle.
B. Drive Grip Anti Cam-Out Paste: Increases grip strength between fastener head and 
tool; makes it easy to loosen and remove tight screws with worn heads. ½ oz. (15ml) tube.
C. Anti-Seize Nickel Graphite Compound: Keeps moving parts from galling, pre-
vents excessive wear, and works in temperature extremes from -300 to +2,000°F. 1/4 oz. 
(8ml) tube. 
D. Blue Gel Threadlocker: Keeps fasteners from 1/4" to 3/4" diameter from loosening due 
to vibrations. Medium-strength, removable. 1/4 oz. (8ml) tube. 
E. Red Gel Threadlocker: Permanently locks fasteners up to 1" in diameter. 1/4 oz. 
(8ml) tube. 
F. VC-3 Threadlocker: Prevents fasteners from loosening, and is adjustable, removable, 
and reusable; great for many different applications on the bench, in the shop, or around the 
house. 3/16 oz. (5ml) tube. 
Sportsman’s Bench Products 6 Pack contains one each of the products listed above, 
plus a $10-off coupon for an NRA annual membership or renewal. Handy storage tube has 
a bright orange, friction-fit cap that stands out on the bench and features a loop for wall 
hanging.

#100-006-883ST Instant Super Glue, 1/2 oz. $4.49
#100-006-882ST Drive Grip Anti Cam-Out 4.49
#100-006-884ST Anti-Seize Compound, 1/4 oz. 4.49
#100-006-880ST Blue Gel Threadlocker, 1/4 oz. 4.49
#100-006-881ST Red Gel Threadlocker, 1/4 oz. 4.49
#100-006-879ST VC-3 Threadlocker, 3/16 oz. 4.49
#100-007-018ST Sportsman’s Bench 6-Pack 24.99
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17" Shooter’s Edition Borescope Kit w/Case
#749-008-461ST $774.99
17" Shooter’s Edition Borescope Kit w/Case and 90° Angled Eyepiece
#749-008-478ST $969.99
Hawkeye Angled Eyepiece
#749-008-317ST $275.00

Limited Edition Borescope
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Chronographs

Competition Electronics ProChrono Digital Chronograph
The Pro Chrono is a compact, full-featured chronograph that accurately measures velocity readings from 22 to 7,000 feet per 
second. Lets you record up to 9 strings of 99 shots each and then review the data to find average velocity, standard deviation, 
and extreme spread. The optional PC USB Interface kit has everything needed to control all of the chronograph functions 
from your Microsoft Windows-based computer, so you can list velocity strings, compute ft./lbs. of energy, power factors, and 
even create graphs for easy data comparison and interpretation. The unit is extremely light and portable and comes with 
1/4"-20 threads in the base for easy mounting to a standard camera tripod.

Shooting Chrony Master Chronographs

Shooting Chrony Chronographs are ideal for the shooter who needs accurate information 
regarding velocities of his handloads. These all metal construction chronographs are the 
best selling in the world. Each Shooting Chrony is lightweight, compact and comes with a 2 
year warranty. These Master Series chronographs put the data readout head with you at the 
bench by plugging in the 16′ cord to make the unit controllable by remote. 

Alpha Master Chrony:
One string, 32 shot memory (numbered). Measures high, low, and average velocities, 
extreme spread, and standard deviation. Retrieval of individual shot velocity measurements 
is available as well.

#749-007-773ST Alpha Master Chrony $129.95

Beta Master Chrony:
All the features of the Alpha Chrony plus 60 shot memory (divided into 6 numbered 
strings of 10 shots each). Can be switched off, taken home and switched on for reviewing, 
information retrieval or downloading onto your computer with optional IBM PC interface 
available from Chrony. Moves instantly from string to string, interrupts shooting on any 
string, returns to any string without memory loss, each string delivers its own statistics.

#749-007-868ST Beta Master Chrony $137.95

Gamma Master Chrony:
The Gamma Chrony is the high end Shooting Chrony with all the bells and whistles. It has 
PC interface capability with optional PC card and software (purchased separately), 1,000 
shot memory, and string size change capability. It comes wtih the Ballistic Printer, which 
also acts as its remote control.

#749-008-185ST Gamma Master Shooting $212.95
#749-004-936ST Chrono/Printer Carrying Case (Cordura) 34.95

Gamma Master 
Shooting Chrony

#749-004-936  
Carrying Case  

(Sold Separately)

Ballistic Printer

CED M2 Chronograph

The CED M2 Chronograph by Competitive Edge Dynamics has been well respected in the 
shooting community since 2000. The CED M2 incorporates new technology which has 
doubled the operating speed of the chronograph and expanded the operating range from 50 
feet per second to 7,000 feet per second. Memory storage has been increased 500% to store 
over 1,000 velocities. Shot strings can be stored as a single velocity or groups of up to 500 
velocities. 500 separate strings can be retained in memory. The CED M2 will record veloci-
ties at much lower light levels than the previous Millennium chronograph. Included with 
the CED M2 is the chronograph, sensors, cables, screen mounting bracket, USB computer 
interface cable and the new CED Data Collector Software program. All you need to add is a 
9 volt battery and tripod to mount the screen bracket.

#749-008-186ST CED M2 Chronograph $199.95
#749-004-940ST CED Storage Case 38.95
#749-007-292ST CED Infrared Screen Set 92.95
#749-006-006ST CED NiMH Battery Pack w/Charger 49.95

#225-100-101ST ProChrono Digital Chronograph $119.95
#225-000-004ST ProChrono PC USB Interface Kit 49.95
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Gun Cases

Storm Rifle Cases

Our customers have really liked the large 3300 Storm Case we have carried for several years. 
These USA made cases have proven to be some of the best designed, well constructed and 
most durable cases on the market. We have added two smaller Storm case models and 
replacement foam sets for all three models. With a second foam set you can custom tailor 
your Storm Case for a completely different rifle. All three Storm Cases are guaranteed for 
life. 

A. Storm 3300 Rifle Case
This case has four side latches, two end latches, and four lock hasps to make sure your rifles 
stay safe and secure. Press and pull latches allow secure, pain-free opening and closing. No 
knuckle busters like some other cases. Urethane wheels have shielded bearings for long-life 
and smoother operation. Handles are extra-wide and padded for carrying heavy loads. The 
watertight construction and the Vortex automatic pressure relief valve keeps water out and 
pressures constant. Full high density foam interiors that you can use as is or cut to fit your 
needs. Lid opens 180° to prevent tipping while open.
Exterior Dimensions: 53.75" L x 16.5" W x 6.65" H
Interior Dimensions:  50.5" L x 14." W x 6" H
Empty Weight is 26 lbs.

#749-008-252ST Storm 3300 Rifle Case $251.95

B. Storm 3200 Rifle Case
This case is just like the 3300 case, but it is shorter and lighter. The 3200 would be perfect 
for flying or traveling with hunting rifles or benchrest rifles. Check the interior dimensions 
against the length of your rifle. Two rifles will often fit side-by-side in this Storm Case.
Exterior Dimensions: 47.2" L x 16.5" W x 6.7" H
Interior Dimensions: 44" L x 14" W x 6" H
Empty Weight is 17.7 lbs.

#749-008-245ST Storm 3200 Rifle Case $221.95

C. Storm 3100 Rifle Case
The 3100 Storm Case is 8" shorter than the 3200 case and just the right size for AR type 
rifles and carbine rifles of all types. Many longer barreled rifles or shotguns will also fit in 
the 3100 case with the barrel removed or the firearm taken down. All Storm Case features 
are included on the 3100 Case.
Exterior Dimensions: 39.8" L x 16.5" W x 6.7" H
Interior Dimensions: 36.5" L x 14" W x 6" H
Empty weight is 15.2 lbs.

#100-003-452ST IM3100 Storm Case Gun Case $219.99

Replacement Foam Sets for Storm Cases
#749-006-969ST Foam Set (complete) for the 3300 Storm Case $79.99
#749-006-889ST Foam set (complete) for the 3200 Storm Case 69.95
#749-006-607ST Foam Set (complete) for the 3100 Storm Case 64.95

A
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SKB Rifle Cases
We offer four sizes of the popular SKB hard side ATA approved rifle cases. Many years of 
hard use and many airline and backwoods trips have proven the SKB Cases to be a durable 
and trusted performer for us personally. All SKB hard-side gun cases have an Unconditional 
Lifetime Warranty.

SKB 5009 Double Rifle Case
The 5009 will hold two competition or hunting rifles (up to almost 
52" long) bunk-bed style with a unique hard-center foam 
separator between them. The case is ATA approved for air 
travel anywhere, and a mil-spec fold down handle 
and inline skate wheels make it easy to roll 
through airports or parking lots. This case 
has a molded high density polyethylene 
outer shell, an aluminum valance for 
edge strength, 4 TSA approved keyed 
latches with easy-open push buttons and 
an O-ring moisture seal. Several densities 
of closed cell foam and molded in bum-
pers protect your firearms. 
Exterior Dimensions: 56" L x 15" W x 8" H
Interior Dimensions: 50" L x 9.5" W x 6" H
Weight Empty: 19 lbs.

SKB 5009 Double Rifle Case
#749-008-190ST $239.99

SKB 4009 Double Rifle Case
This case has the same construction and pro-
tection features as the 5009 case above, but it 
is 8" shorter in length. Benchrest rifles, take-
down shotguns or a pair of lever action rifles 
will travel with ease in the SKB 4009.
Exterior Dimensions: 45" L x 15" W x 8" H
Interior Dimensions: 40" L x 9.0" W x 6" H
Weight Empty: 16 lbs.

SKB 4009 Double Rifle Case
#749-008-080ST $179.99

SKB 4900 Single Rifle Case
Ideal case for carrying a benchrest or hunting rifle 
in the back of a truck with a pile of other gear. 
This case is light, compact, easy to stow and 
stack, yet it offers ATA 300 Category 1 
protection (the highest ATA rating for 
shipping containers) for your rifle. 
Three extra large piano hinges, a 
strong aluminum valance, O-ring 
seal, 4 keyed latches and heavy duty 
convoluted foam top and bottom.
Exterior Dimensions: 50" L x 12" W x 5" H
Interior Dimensions: 48" L x 9" W x 4" H
Weight Empty: 10 lbs.

SKB 4900 Single Rifle Case
#749-007-655ST $139.99

SKB 4010 Single Carbine Rifle Case
The SKB 4010 rifle case is designed specifically to fit AR-15 style rifles with the ultimate in 
protection. The polyethylene outer shell is impervious to all oils, solvents, acids and fuels, 
and the color runs completely through the outer shell material so scratches are almost invis-
ible. Molded in bumpers, the same easy-release lockable TSA latch-
es as the 4009 and 5009 case, and a strong aluminum valance 
to protect your firearm completely. Convoluted foam 
in the base and lid sections hold your rifle securely 
and make cut-to-fit unnecessary. This case is light 
weight, so no wheels are included. Use the 4010 
case for AR type rifles, most carbine length rifles 
or take-down rifles or shotguns.
Exterior Dimensions: 44" L x 12" W x 7" H
Interior Dimensions: 40" L x 10" W x 5" H
Weight Empty: 12 lbs.

SKB 4010 Single Carbine Rifle Case
#749-008-147ST $199.99
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Gun Cases

Boyt Varmint Case  
with Pocket
This is the soft/rugged varmint rifle case we really enjoy using and one you will use 
for years. The largest varmint rifles with the biggest scopes and large bipods fit easily 
into this one. Highest quality 22 oz. canvas outer covering, super heavy duty brass 
two-way zipper, wrap around web handles, 40 oz. cotton batting, flannel lining and 
a big accessory pocket. Available in O.D. green. 48" in length.

#749-007-540ST Varmint Case With Pocket - 48" $99.95

Boyt Varmint Case with Pocket

Boyt/Bob Allen  
Hunter Scoped Rifle Case
The Hunter model is one of Boyt’s most popular cases because of its traditional 
styling, quality materials and construction, and excellent value. Zipper is heavy 
duty nylon, and the padding and lining material are mildew resistant synthetic. 
Heavy duty wrap around handles and a high profile for larger scopes make this 
a case you will pick up every time you go to the range or on a hunting trip. 
Available in green. 48" in length.

#749-005-415ST Hunter Scoped Rifle Case - 48" $39.95
Boyt/Bob Allen Hunter Scoped Rifle Case

Comp-Tac Trojan Horse  
Long Gun Case
Purposely designed to look like an ordinary sports bag to the casual observer, 
the Trojan Horse Long Gun Case is a safe, comfortable and unobtrusive way to 
carry your AR-15 carbine or tactical shotgun. Made of high-strength coated 
polyester, the rigid sides protect the gun and prevent the outline of your 
rifle from imprinting on the case. The case features an internal divider 
with MOLLE (PALS) loops and two adjustable Velcro straps on one side, 
and a Velcro panel on the other. Two zippered pockets, one small and one 
large, provide additional interior storage. Comes with an adjustable, pad-
ded shoulder strap and a side release buckle on either end.  Heavy duty 
zippers and RDS leash allow for fast opening in an emergency situation. 
Measuring 37" long x 15" wide x 4" deep, this case can effectively conceal a 
long gun with a 20 inch barrel, provided it has a collapsible stock.

#100-012-254ST Trojan Horse Gun Case $99.99
Comp-Tac  

Trojan Horse Long Gun Case

Boyt Signature Series Case
The Signature Series rifle case is one of the top Boyt cases. It is constructed of high qual-
ity canvas, includes a leather sling and spine, and has heavy-duty brass zippers. Large 
accessory pocket is great for hunting accessories, etc. This case will provide years of 
enjoyment in the field. Available in 46" and 50" lengths.

#749-007-467ST Boyt Rifle Case 46" - Olive Drab Green $94.95
#749-007-468ST Boyt Rifle Case 50" - Olive Drab Green 94.95

Boyt Signature 
Series Case

Bob Allen Scoped Rifle Cases
These traditionally styled rifle cases have the features we have found to be important in a 
soft gun case. The outer covering is durable black nylon, and the web handles wrap 
completely around the case for secure carrying. Lining is heavy duty foam padding 
with a twill inner lining. Zippers are heavy duty self-repairing nylon, and a D-ring 
is included for hanging. Available in interior lengths of 44" and 48" to fit most 
scoped rifles correctly. These are handy, quality rifle cases which are considerably 
better than "gun show" cases at an affordable price.

#749-003-047ST Bob Allen Scoped Rifle Case – Black 44" $19.95
#749-003-048ST Bob Allen Scoped Rifle Case – Black 48" 19.95 Bob Allen Scoped Rifle Case
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Gun Cases

Boyt Sporting Bag

Boyt's canvas Sporting Clays Bag easily holds up to 8 boxes of shells, or items you take to 
the range for any shooting discipline. Carry your ammo, bench top accessories, chrono, 
reloading equipment eye/hearing protection and plenty of other gear in this big 16" x 9" x 
9" bag. It features heavy-duty 22 oz. canvas construction, three roomy exterior pockets - all 
with heavy metal zippers - a leather snap-closure carry handle and a detachable web should 
strap for easy comfortable carry.

#749-007-303ST Boyt Sporting Clay Bag - Olive Drab Green $89.95

Gammon Bolt Folder

This little accessory from Bill Gammon (Stock Boots and Barrel Bags) will protect and 
secure your rifle bolt while it is in a gun case, toolbox, or on your loading or shooting bench. 
The padded vinyl zipper-close folder will hold any rifle bolt and a syringe of bolt lube if you 
wish. We have always wrapped the bolt in a rag before putting it in the case with the rifle, but 
this folder is much easier and nicer. Has the Sinclair name on the front, to show the world 
who's your favorite supplier.

#749-001-384ST Gammon Bolt Folder $9.95

Sack-Ups

Great for storing your rifle to protect it from nicks, 
scratches, dirt, and rust. The cotton's natural wicking ability continually draws mois-
ture off your firearm making Sack-Ups ideal for year-round storage. Protects guns from 
nicks and scratches caused by moving guns around in cases and safes. The regular size fits 
most hunting rifles while the magnum size fits rifles with larger scopes.

#749-001-016ST 52" Grey Sack-Up $7.95
#749-001-342ST 52" Grey Magnum Sack-Up 9.95

Barrel Bag
Our rifle barrel bags are designed for transporting your extra barrels 
to and from matches. We put our barrels in the bags, put the bag in 
the gun case with the rifle and we are off. Bags are made of vinyl 
with a soft quilted lining to protect the barrel's finish. Two sizes 
- one for barrels up to 26", the other for barrels up to 31".

#749-001-153ST Rifle Barrel Bag 26" $9.95
#749-001-239ST Rifle Barrel Bag 31" 9.95

Boyt/Bob Allen Handgun Cases
These soft pistol cases from Boyt/Bob Allen are top quality and great value to protect your 
investment.

Boyt Pistol Case
The Boyt rectangular pistol case 
has a canvas shell, Boyt's signa-
ture cotton batten padding and 
heavyduty zippers. Wrap around 
handles offer full support. This 
ca  se complements other high-
end Boyt products that have 
been on the market for gen-
erations. Available in 13" x 7" 
or 16" x 10".
#749-003-613ST Boyt 13" Case - Olive Drab Green $23.95
#749-004-108ST Boyt 16" Case - Olive Drab Green 27.95
#749-008-524ST Boyt 16" Case - Black 27.95

Bob Allen Pistol Cases
The Bob Allen Series pistol cases offer superior protection at a great price. Featuring tough 
canvas duck exterior, super-light foam padding, and twill lining with wrap around handles. 
The Bob Allen Series cases are available in 13" and 18" lengths. Both sizes available in black 
only.
#749-001-588ST Bob Allen 13" Case $11.95
#749-001-589ST Bob Allen 18" Case 10.95

SLIK U8000 Tripod
The U8000 Tripod is an affordable, versatile tripod for your chro-
nograph, spotting scope, digital camera or video camera. Tripod 
has a 3-way panhead with a Quick Release Platform for fast, 
easy mounting of accessories and cameras (Quick Release 
has standard 1/4"-20 photo thread). The tripod extends to 71" 
with the center column all the way up, and collapses to 23.25" 
completely closed. Mininum mounting height is 211/2", and a 
41/2 lb. camera or accessory can be mounted. The tripod legs 
are supported by a Torsion Resisting Leg Brace which auto-
matically opens two legs when one is opened. Weight of 
this tripod is 3.3 lbs.
SLIK U8000 Tripod
#749-005-633ST $44.95

SLIK Pro 330DX Tripod
The 330DX Pro legs are made of Slick’s A.M.T. 
Alloy (Aluminum, Magnesium, Titanium) for great strength 
and considerable weight savings. Features include easy leg 

locks, compact size and handles heavier (weight limit is 6.6 lbs.) 
cameras or accessories. The center column lock collar allows 
movement in both vertical and horizontal directions for faster 
set-up. Three different leg angles can be employed for easy 
use on uneven ground. This tripod weighs only 3.31 lbs., 
but the Slick Super Alloys give it a 40% greater strength-to-
weight ratio than similar tripods. Upper leg sections have 
a black foam rubber covering for protection. Maximum 
height is 63", closed length is 23.6" and the lowest usable 

height is 18.5".
SLIK Pro 330DX Tripod
#749-007-645ST $109.95
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Sinclair Target Pasters
Sinclair Target Pasters are round (3/4" in diameter) and 
come in boxed rolls of 1000. The box is a "feed" style 
box. These pasters are available in black and 
target buff (beige) and can be used on any tar-
gets such as those used in NRA competitions.

#749-000-813ST Target Pasters - Black $6.95
#749-000-814ST Target Pasters - Buff 6.95

1,000 Count Pasters Per Box!

Sinclair Target-On-A-Roll
These targets represent the 100 yard target used 

in registered benchrest matches. 
They are sticky enough to stay in place in the 
wind, but are easily removed. The nice thing 
is they take up very little space in your gear 
box. If you keep them there, you will always 
have targets at the range. 250 targets per roll. 
At this price, they figure out to about $.05 per 
target. Target label size is 3" x 4".

#749-001-884ST Sinclair Target-On-A-Roll $11.95

250 Targets Per Roll!

Benchrest Targets
These regulation targets are excellent for those wishing to make their practice as realistic 
as possible or for those holding matches at their local range. These targets are shipped flat, 
not rolled. Sold in packs of 25.

ITEM #  
25 PACK

EACH

4 OR MORE  
25 PACKS 

EACH
#749-000-659ST 100 yards (Group) $5.99 $5.49
#749-000-658ST 200 yards (Group) 5.99 5.49
#749-002-116ST 300 yards (Group) 11.49 11.49
#749-001-062ST 100 yards (Score) 6.99 6.99
#749-001-063ST 200 yards (Score) 7.99 6.99
#749-002-553ST 300 yards (Score) 15.99 13.49

#749-000-658
200 yds

#749-000-659
100 yds

#749-002-116
300 yds

#749-001-062
100 yards (Score)

#749-001-063
200 yards (Score)

#749-002-553
300 yards (Score)

Sinclair Practice 
Targets
This 100 yard practice target will 
save a lot of trips from the bench to 
the target frame. Our 10" x 13" target 
has 20 official size 100 yard group ben-
chrest targets without the outer two rings. 
Competitive benchrest shooters use this 
kind of target on practice days before 
big matches since they can only go down 
range when the firing line is shut down 
and safe. The target is printed on good 
target stock, so holes form as they do in 
competition. The black aiming square is 
included for practice in heavy mirage. 
Good for 17 to 30 caliber rifles for prac-
tice and load testing.

Sinclair Benchrest Practice 
Targets 25 Pack
#749-001-059ST $6.99

Sinclair  
Load 
Development 
Target
Our Load Development Target has three 100 
yard benchrest targets plus space for chrono-
graph and load information (including bullet, 
powder charge, and OAL) beside each target. 
Targets are 81/2" x 11" and drilled for a 3-ring 
binder so a shooter can save them for future 
reference.

Load Development Target - 25 Pack
#749-000-808ST $6.95

Sinclair  
Fluorescent  
Sight-In  
Target
Our sight-in target is comprised of 4 small dia-
monds surrounding a large center diamond over-
laid on a grid of 1" squares. Diamonds and grid 
are printed in fluorescent orange on white, heavy 
grade paper stock so your shots print nice and 
clean. Excellent for low-light conditions. Targets 
measure 81/2" x 11".

Fluorescent Sight-In Target - 25 pack
#749-000-815ST $6.95

Sinclair  
Varmint  
Target
Our varmint silhouette target is printed on 
quality white 80# paper. This target is great 
for sighting in for a prairie dog hunt. Targets 
measure 81/2" x 11".

Varmint Target - 25 Pack
#749-000-809ST $6.95
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Lyman  
AccuPoint Dots
The Lyman AccuPoint Dots are easy-to-see fluorescent orange 
dots that are perfect for sighting in your firearm. Each dot 
includes a center diamond and cross hair guides. Available in 1", 
2", and 3" sizes, the AccuPoint Dots are great for preparing your 
pistol or rifle for a hunt, sighting in a target rifle, or plinking. 
We like to use them by themselves or add to an existing target to 
improve visibility.

Lyman AccuPoint Dots – 1" (100 pack)
#749-010-207ST $3.99
Lyman AccuPoint Dots – 2" (45 pack)
#749-010-208ST $3.99
Lyman AccuPoint Dots – 3" (25 pack)
#749-010-209ST $3.99

Lyman Hot Square Targets
The Lyman Hot Square Targets are a simple way to 
improve your downrange visibility. The Hot Squares are 
available in 1", 2", and 3" versions that are fluorescent 
orange with a black border. Great for pistol and rifle sight-
in and to improve your benchrest target visibility.

Lyman Hot Squares – 1" (50 pack)
#749-010-221ST $3.99
Lyman Hot Squares – 2" (40 pack)
#749-010-219ST $3.99
Lyman Hot Squares – 3" (20 pack)
#749-010-220ST $3.99

Mountain Plains Data Targets
These high visibility targets in bright-blue on white are amazingly easy to see through your 
scope. Target crosshairs and dots show up extremely well on the blue background. Targets 
also feature a 1" grid system with 1/4" increments for easy measuring. Each target includes 
space to record data such as cartridge, primer, powder, bullet, velocity, etc. 
The Victory Rifle and Handgun targets are designed in high visibility blue with open sight 
firearms in mind. Each target has "V" shaped aiming points with bars on both sides of the 
aiming points. Each target has a 1" grid with 1/4" background lines to facilitate accurate mea-
surement of groups fired. Victory targets have identical scoring rings to those found on NRA 
Official Competition 25 yard targets. All targets are 3-hole drilled and have 25 targets per pad.

81/2" x 11" Sizes:

Three - 11/2" Diamonds 
with 3/4" Centers

#749-001-024ST $8.99

Six - 1" Diamonds 
with 1/2" Centers

#749-001-023ST $8.29

Two - 2" Diamonds 
with 1" Centers

#749-001-025ST $8.29

One - 3" Diamond 
with 11/2" Center

#749-001-008ST $8.99

Three - 2" Diamonds 
with 1" Centers

Four - 11/2" Diamonds 
with 3/4" Centers

Four - 1" Diamonds 
with 1/2" Centers

#100-009-956ST $8.99

One - 4" Diamond 
with 2" Center

#749-000-992ST $8.99

One - 5" Diamond 
with 21/2" Center

#749-000-993ST $8.99

One - 4" V shape with 
Side Bars

#749-010-321ST $8.99

11" x 17" Sizes:

One - 61/2" Diamond 
in 10" Cirlce

#749-001-334ST $9.99

Two - 4" V Shapes 
with Side Bars

#749-010-322ST $9.99

One - 4" V Shape 
with Side Bars

#749-010-323ST $9.99

Birchwood Casey 
Sharpshooter™ IPSC 
Target
These targets are made of waterproof corru-
gated plastic, so they'll stand up to just about 
anything Mother Nature can dish out - at least 
when it comes to rain. Based on the standard 
IPSC target, and perfect for honing your shooting 
skills in all weather conditions. Lightly-perforated 
lines mark the A, B, C and D scoring zones. One 
side is white, the other brown, representing a classic 
shoot/no shoot scenario. 18.1" wide x 29.9" high. Sold 
in a pack of 6.

#167-000-057ST Sharpshooter IPSC Target – Each $4.99

Birchwood Casey  
Stick A Bull  
Targets
Just pull a Stick A Bull target from its waxed 
paper backing and stick on nearly any surface. 
Two patterns to choose from: classic Bullseye 
is 12" round with a high-visibility red bulls-
eye; Sight-In target is a 12" wide grid of 1" 
squares that features five diamonds with red 
centers. Includes repair pasters to renew each 
target for extended life.

12" Bullseye Target - 5 pack
#105-000-079ST $3.99
12" Sight-In Target - 5 pack
#105-000-078ST $3.99
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Birchwood Casey  
"Dirty Bird" Targets
These targets are named from the splattering of white that 
appears around each bullet impact. The black and white 
contrast makes visual inspection easy from shot to shot. 
Cost is less than regular Shoot-N-C targets making these a 
great value. Works well for both indoor and outdoor shoot-
ing. Non-adhesive back. Great for shooting long range.

3" Round Target  
108 Bulls
#749-001-349ST
$9.99

Splatters White!

®

5.5" Round  
Targets  

48 Bulls
#749-001-350ST

$9.99

12" Sight-In 
Target  
12 Pack
#749-001-348ST
$9.99

12" Round 
Target  

12 Pack
#749-001-347ST

$9.99

8" Round Target  
12 Pack
#749-001-346ST
$9.99

Birchwood Casey Shoot•N•C Targets
These revolutionary self-adhesive targets explode in color upon impact to provide instant feedback on where your shot hits. 
This high visibility impact indicator is great for shooters using open sights or low powered scopes. We use them at 300 yards 
during practice, as smaller caliber bullet holes are sometimes hard to see even through the spotting scope. With these targets, 
even .22 caliber holes are sharp and easy to see. Upon bullet impact a bright yellow ring forms around the bullet hole, provid-
ing excellent visibility. Each target can be pasted over and re-used at least two or three times.
All Shoot•N•C Targets provide a lot of shooting at an excellent value. Great for any type of practice or
just for fun. Excellent for informal competition between friends as each shot shows up clearly.

2" Target - 90 Pieces
#749-000-693ST $6.15

5½" Round - 12 Pack
#167-345-101ST $6.99

1" Targets - 270 Pc
#749-000-692ST $6.99

Assortment of Sixty 1",  
Thirty 2" & Twenty 3"

#167-000-008ST $6.99

Sight-In Targets 8" Targets 
with 1" Grid - 5 Pack

#749-000-689ST $5.99

3" Round - 30 Bulls
#167-343-150ST $6.99

12" Round - 5 Pack
#167-000-007ST $12.49

12" Targets w/1" Grid - 5 Pack
#167-000-010ST $12.49

17.25" Round Target - 5 pack
#167-000-028ST $24.99

12"x18" Silhouette - 5 pack
#167-000-009ST $9.99

Splatters 
Bright  
Yellow!
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Target Stamps
Stamp your own benchrest targets 
on anything (old computer paper, 
paper plates, old targets). 
These high quality rubber 
stamps duplicate benchrest 
targets; including sighting 
square. These stamps can be 
used with any standard ink pad 
(not included).

#749-001-188ST 100 yard B/R Target Stamp Only $9.95
#749-001-404ST 200 yard B/R Target Stamp Only 10.50
#749-000-766ST Stamp Pad & Ink for Above Stamps 7.95

The Jammit Target Stand
The MTM stand is made of engineering grade plastic 
and assembles in seconds. Steel pegs on the base make 
it easy to put in the ground with the built in footstep. 
The packaging makes a cardboard backer, but any 
1/4" or less material can be used as a replacement. 
Dimensions with backer assembled are 171/2" x 47".

Jammit Target Stand
#749-003-250ST $21.95

Sinclair Group Measuring Caliper 
Attachment
Our group measuring attachments 
install quickly to your digital or dial cal-
iper blades and enables you to measure 
your groups at home or at the range. 
Simply bracket the furthest two bul-
let holes from outside edge to outside 
edge to quickly measure group size. The 
Group Measuring Device will measure 
22 caliber, 6mm, and 30 caliber bullets. 
This device works great with our Large 
Display digital calipers, sold separately 
below. 

#749-011-528ST Caliper Attachment - 22, 6mm, 30 $25.95
#749-004-996ST 6" Digital Calipers 39.99

Birchwood Casey Fluorescent Target Spots
Self-adhesive, fluorescent orange target spots with black diamond center and crosshair lines. 
High visibility, great for sighting in rifles.

#167-339-010ST 1" Orange Target Spots, 360-pak $5.99
#749-000-650ST 1.5" Target Spots - 96 Count 5.99
#749-000-632ST 1" Target Dots - 72 Count and 2"  

Target Dots - 36 Count
6.15

#167-339-030ST 3" Orange Target Spots, 24-pak 4.99
#167-339-060ST 6" Orange Target Spots, 12-pak 6.99
#749-000-754ST Target Dot Assortment - 132 Count 7.15

#167-339-010 #749-000-650 #749-000-632

#167-339-030 #167-339-060 #749-000-754

Birchwood Casey Big Burst™ Targets

These self-adhesive targets explode in a highly visible white burst when the bullet impacts 
the target. The orange color makes these targets visible from any distance. Many different 
sizes available.

#749-000-434ST BIG BURST 3" Target - 48 $5.15
#749-000-435ST BIG BURST 6" Target - 12 5.15
#749-000-436ST BIG BURST 8" x 4" Targets; 8" - 3 Targets;  

4" - 15 Targets
5.15

#749-000-432ST BIG BURST 12" Round Targets - 3 4.99
#749-000-433ST BIG BURST 12" Sight In Targets - 3 5.15

Briarbank Targets

The Briarbank target is the end result of thorough testing by Jim 
Carmichael (Shooting Editor for Outdoor Life) and some of his associates. They feel this 
target gives them the most precise aiming point for shooting small groups. Space for concise 
loading data entry is included. Printed on dead white, non-glare, heavy stock which records 
a sharply outlined bullet hole. Intended for scopes 6x or higher and preferably 10x or higher.

#749-000-778ST Briarbank 100 Yards - 25 Pack $6.95
#749-000-779ST Briarbank 200 Yards - 25 Pack 6.95

#749-000-778

#749-000-779

To Stay Up-To-Date On 
Our Exclusive 

Offers & Information
Follow Us on YouTube
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Birchwood Casey  
Self-Adhesive  
Target Spots®
These self-adhesive paper targets stick 
to nearly anything and put a bullseye 
where you want it for target prac-
tice, sighting in, or other shooting that 
requires a target that's easy to see at 
long range. High-contrast, fluorescent 
green background ensures a sharp 
sight picture, even in waning light, 
while black crosshair lines aid in align-
ing scope reticles. Available in a pack of 
40 – 3" or 10 – 6" diameter targets, or 
an assortment pack of 60 – 1", 30 – 2", 
and 20 – 3" diameters.

#167-000-048ST Green Target Spot Assortment Pak $6.99

Birchwood Casey 
Rigid Paper 
Crosshair 
Sight-In Target
Sight-in targets made from stiff tagboard 
won’t flap in the wind like thin paper targets. 
High-visibility orange and contrasting black 
pattern is great for pistol and rifle practice 
at any range. These 12" x 12" targets have a 
center diamond and 1" correction squares 
for your scope. 

#167-000-049ST Crosshair Sight-In Target, 10-Pak $9.99

Birchwood Casey Shoot•N•C®  
White/Black Targets

#105-000-086ST 8" W/B Bullseye X Target - 6-pack $5.99
#105-000-087ST 12" W/B Bullseye X Target - 5-pack 9.99
#105-000-088ST 12" x 18" W/B Silhouette Target - 5-pack 10.99

These self-adhesive, white (actually off-white or light gray) Shoot•N•C targets offer superior 
downrange contrast so you can easily see your point of aim in low-light conditions with 
iron sights and optics, both indoors or outdoors. Bullet strikes are indicated by a big, high-
visibility black splatter. Included pasters let you renew each target for extended use.

Bulls Bag Dead Nuts™/Dead Zone™  
Scope Calibration Target

#100-006-796ST Dead Nuts/Dead Zone Target, Each $15.00
#100-006-797ST Dead Nuts/Dead Zone Target, 3-Pak 45.99
#100-006-798ST Dead Nuts/Dead Zone Target, 5-Pak 75.99

Sight-in target helps you determine 
your scope’s true MOA values by fir-
ing just a few shots, so you can confi-
dently calculate extra-long shots. Helps 
you determine for sure when one click 
really is 1/4 MOA, not 1/5 or 1/3 MOA, 
and eliminates cant by giving you a 
visual indication if your crosshairs are 
truly level. Packed with other diag-
nostic and sight-in aids, including two 
100-yard and two 100-meter calibra-
tion targets, 1" zero grid for quick scope 
adjustments, and a Mil-Dot overlay 
calibration template (includesmetric), 
for targeting out to 1,000 yards. Once 
everything is adjusted, test your skills 
on the 15 "nuts" or seven "flies" placed 
around the target. Calibrated in both 
English and Metric values. 27" x 39", 
printed on heavy paper, ships in pro-
tective cardboard tube. Comprehensive 
instructions included.

RBA Rimfire 
Targets
The Rimfire Benchrest 
Association (RBA) official tar-
get has 25 record bulls, mul-
tiple sighter bulls, and is also 
printed on heavy white stock. 
Sold in packs of 25. Shipped 
flat.

#749-001-157ST Rimfire RBA Target - 25 pack $8.95


